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I Hegemony: what's in a name? 

I will take as my starting point Judith Butler's Question 8a: :t\re we all 

still agreed that hegemony is a useful category for describing our politi

cal dispositions?' fl.I y answer is certainly affirmative, and l would acid 

only that 'hegemony' is more than a useful category: i_L~leiines the very 

t~1Tai11 in .. ,~'..!l~Sh <~ p_Q.l,iJi~A!.r~.!.<:\~<?.lU.~.~srnil!ly_c91.1s.t:.itPI~d-)1.1 grouqd .. th,i~ 
ass~;-t;~;~, howeve1~ rcqt1ire~ throwi11g some light on what i~ ;I;~~ific in. a 
hegemonic logi~: I will attempt to do this th1·oi.1gh a 6:iiisiclei:~ii101;-;;-f"tl1e 

conceptu~l displacements that a hegemonic approach introduced in the 

basic categories of classical political theory. 

Let us start by quoting a passage from Marx which could be consid
ered as the zero-degree of hegemony: 

The proletariat is coming into being in Germany only as a result of the 

rising industrial development. For it is not the nalumlfr arising poor \.Jut the 

artijiciall)' impoverished, not the human masses mechanically oppressed by 

the gravity of society but the masses resulting from the drastic dissulutiun of 

society, mainly of the middle estate, that form the proletariat ... By pro

claiming the dissolution of the hithl'rlu u.•urld order the proletariat merely 

states the seaet vf its own existence, for it is in ji:,ct the dissolution of that 

world orde1: By demanding the uegatiuu l!f Jnivate proper{)•, the proletariat 

simply raises to the rank of a /Jrinciple cf suciefv what society has mac\e the 

f 
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principle of the Jnoletruiat, what, without its own cooperation, is already 

incorporated ,in ii as the negati\'e result or society. ... As philosophy Jincl.s 

its material weapons in the proletariat, so the proletariat finds its sj1iritual 

weapons in philosophy. And once the lightning of thought has squarely 

struck the ingenuous soil uf the people the emancipation of the (;er11111,i1 
intu hw11w1 beiug:, will take place. 1 

Let us now compare this passa,i1;e with the following one from the same 
essay: 

On \•vhat is a partial, a merely political revolution based? On the fact that 
/)art l!f. civil svciefv emancipates itself and attains general domination; on the 

fact that a definite class, proceeding from its partirnlar situatiu11, undertakes 

the general emancipation or society. ... For the revulutio11 uf a 1111tiu11 and 

the e11uu1njJalwn l!f. a particular dass ef civil socie[v tu coincide, for 011e estitte tu 

be acknowleclgecl as the state of the whole societ)~ all the dclects of" soci

ety must conversely be concentrated in another class, a particular estate 

must be looked upon as the notorious crime of the whole of society, so that 

liberation from that sphere appears as general self~liberation. For u11e 

estate lo be par excellence the estate of liberation, another estate must 
conversely be the obvious estate of oppression." 

ff we compare these two passages, ,-ve are confronted with several quite 

remarkable differences. In the first case, emancipation results frum a 

'drastic dissolution of society', while in the second it comes about as a 

consequence or a partial section of civil society achieving 'general clumi

nation'. That is, while all particularity dissolves in the first case, in the 

second a passage through particularity is the condition of emergence or 

any universalizing effects. \Ve know ver)' well the sociolouico-teleolcwi-
. b b 

cal hypothesis on which the first case rests: the logic of capitalist 
development would lead to a proletarianization of the middle classes 

and the peasantry so that, in the encl, a homogeneous proletarian mass 

will become the vast majority of the population in its final showdown 

with the bourgeoisie. That is to say that - the proletariat having embod
ied the universality of the com11rnnity - the state, as a separate instance, 

loses any reason to exist, and its withering away is the unavoidable 
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consequence of the emergence of a community for which the division 
state/ civil society has become superlluous. In the second case, on the 
contrary, no such given, unmecliatecl universality can be asserted: so~ 
thing which does not cease to be particular has to demonstrate its rights 
JO identify its own particular aims with the universal emancipatory aims 

'oi_ 1the community. J\!Ioreover, while in the first cas_e. poweL.becomcs -
superfluous, inasmuch as the actual bei11g of civil SQ\;',iety realizes·-uni
versality in and for itsell~_in the second case, any poteJJ.Ii_c}_l__universalizing 
effect depends on the ant;go11istic exclusion cif"~;;--oppr~.;~fr(1.s;.,c.to1:·-_ 
which means that po\vei and j'folific'al mediation are inhere1~t to any uni
versal emancipatory identity. Thirdly, emancipation, in the first case, 
kacls to an unmecliated fullness, the retrieval of an essence which does 
not require anything external to itself to be what it is. In the second case, 
on the contrary, two mediations are needed in order to constitute the 
emancipatory discourse: first, the transformation of the particularistic 
interests of the rising dominant sector in the emancipatory discourse of 
the whole of society; secondly, the presence of an oppressive regime 
which is the verv condition of that transformation. So in this case eman
cipation, the very possibility of a universal discourse addressing the 
community as a whole, depends not 011 a collapse of all particularities, 
but on a paradoxical interaction between them. 

For l\:Iarx, of course, only full, non-mediated reconciliation consti
tutes a true emancipation. The other alternative is just the partial or 
spurious universality which is compatible with a class society. The attain
ment of full emancipation and universality depends, however, on the 
verification of his basic hypothesis: tht: sin1plificati91~ g!:c:lass stn_1<;JJ1re 
_UI~der <,:aj)iJ_c1lis1i:i, It is sufficienu1m the logic of cap.i.taLcloes_J!9~_!}}..0Ve 
in that direction for the realm of particularism to.be prolonged.sine die (a 
particularis111 which, ~'is ~ve·ha\;e' s~;~1·, is ii~t incompatible with a plural

ity of universalizing effects). Now, were cmancip<!f!.QlL .. and 
universalizati~n to_ I:>.~ restricted to this. n.!Q.~Le;L two c9J;~·iq~1~.1~ .. !:? .. ~·..1he 
logic or our ;_trgu11:ien_t ':'-::<?Ll,l5l_f.:0How. first, the politirnl n1e9i~~_i.911,Jar 
from withering away, :Y()\Jl~l. bt.CQ111(!.(\~ yery .. condi_tjpp _</ _uni\'.~r§_~1lity 
and ein~nc1paticii1 in society. As, howeve1; this rnediatim~ ;~:lses from 
I lit' actions or a lin1ited histo1:ical actor within society, it cannot be attrib
ll[('cl to a pure and separate sphere, as can the Hegelian universal class. 
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It is a partial and pragmatic universality. But, secondly, the very possi- \ 
bility or cloq1inatio11 is made dependent on the ability or a limited . 
historical actor to present its own 'partial' emancipation as equivalent to 
the emancipation of society as a whole. As this 'holistic' dimension 
cannot be reduced tu the particularity which assumes its representa
tion, its very possibility involves an autonomization ol' the sphere or tf 
ideological representations vis-11-vi.1 the apparatuses of straight clomina- ~ 
tion. ideas, in the words of IVlarx, become material forces. Ir domination 
i11volv~7rc~-li ~i~:;i s~;i;;;:a;;;·;tio11;~ai~e· 1atie"r i11 t tli' ii'c":iii" be ac hie\'ecl only 

through processes of universalization which make a_ll dmni11,aJi.9.!UllJ,5J51,
ble. With this we have all the dimensions or the political and theoretical 
"°Jr~i-~ition which make possible the 'hegemonic' turn in emancipatory 

politics. 
Let us start by considering the theoretical displacements that the 

'hegemonic' intervention of Gramsci introduces in relation to both 
Marx's and Hegel's political thought. As Norberto Bobbio asserts in a 
classic essay on Gramsci's conception of civil society: 'Civil JUcie£)' i11 
G'ramsci dues 1101 belung tu the strudura/ moment, /ml to the .rnjJen'fructural u11e. ,:; 111 
Gramsci's own terms: 

\Vhat we can do, for the moment, is to fix two major superstructural 
'levels': the one that can be called 'civil society', that is the ensemble of 
organisms commonly called 'private', and the 'pqtitical society' or 'the 
~-t~te', These two levels correspond on the one hand to the -f~u~c-tion· ~f 
'hegemony' which the dominant group exercises throughout society and 
on the other hand to that of 'direct domination' or command exercised 
through the 'State' and 'juridical' government'. 1 

The typical example of civil society's hegemony given by Gramsci is the\ 
Church during the lVIiddle Ages. 

Both Marx and Gramsci privilege, against Hegel, civil society owr [ 
the state, but while :Marx's reversal of Hegel involves the subordination \ 
of the superstructure to the structure, for G ramsci the reversal takes 
place entirely within the superstructure. The matter is further compli
cated by the frtct that Gramsci's concept of civil society is openly derived 
from Hegd, but it is still considered as a superstructural one. This is 
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possible, according to Bobbio, only if Gramsci is referring not to Hegel's 
notion of a 'system of needs' but to that other moment of civil societv 
which involves a ruc;limentary form of organization (corporation an~\ 

, police). That is, even when he JJrivileaes civil society as aaainst the state 11 b b ' 

I conce'.vec~ as domination. (force), th~re is in G'.·amsci a1_1 em1:hasi~ on 
orgamzanon - on somethmg dependmg on the mterve11t10n of a wzfl. It 
is this emphasis that Bobbio stresses. As he points out, there are in the 
Prison Notebooks three dichotomies - ecg:1~omic: moment/ ethi<,:o - political 
moment; necessity /freedom; objective/ ~·L;bjectivc - in whicl; the second 
term always plays the prii'na1~y and subordinating role. ffhe dichotomy 
base/superstructure would be the source of Gramsci's polemic against 
economism and his privileging of the political dimension crystallized in 
the /Jar/J'. The dichotomy institution/ideology within the superstructure 
leads, on the other hand, to his notion that subordinated classes have to 

win their battle, first, on the level of civil society. From this deri,·es the 
centrality given by Gramsci to the category of hegmwt(J'. 

There is no doubt that Gramsci, on the ,vhole, opposes ciYil society to 

the state conceived as domination. vVhat should we do, however, with 
passages such as the following: 'But what does that signif\1 if not that by 
'State' should be understood not only the apparatus of government, 
but also the 'private' apparatus of 'hegemony' or civil society?'\'.In pol
i!i~~ the error occurs as a result of an inaccurateunc.lerst~r_1gjng o[,:{!.Hlt 
the Staie (iii its integraf111'ea;1i1;g: dictatorship t.hege}JWJJ)') really is.,(, 
\ 1Ve couHalso i'tclcf [~is ;nalysis of 'statolatry', in which he ref~·;:;·t-;-·:the 

two forms in which the State presents itself in the language and culture 
or specific epochs, i.e. as civil society and as political society'. 7 I think we 

. have.J.Q ip?_crib_e tl1e~e apparent ( or perhaps real) te;-mwlJ1t;:s._itati~1;s 

\. w'.thin the !=o.n .... ~.~x ... : .. t .. ?.!~ .. a .. ~~ici:(cfuesti?n: to. whatextent.cke.\i a 'coll~-~tive. 
\ will' bdoug to tbe s~e,~~ oi: to ·civil socie · · - · ical or to the 
i' po 1t1ca sphere?/Let . cons1 er ghbig'~ assertion that for Gramsci the 

ethico:pol1ticaris the moment of free om corice1vec. <;1~. consc10usness · 
~ii~ ;xssiiirtlation wheth~r ~v~ can attn but~ i~-t~ Gr~;~~~It;r 

~early too hasty. The notion of freedom os rnnsriousness of 
neccssiL)' is a Spinozean.:_Hegelian notion which explici~lv exclud9an 

2ctive subject ?Lbi.~torY. who could operate in a contingent or instru
mental way over given material conditions. l:,1, ltS Hegelian version, it 
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iny~h,~s ~he ic\e? (Jr_ti:l:_eA<Jr11 clS _self-determination, auc\ this presupposes 
the abolition of' the subject/ object·disiii-i"ciicJ·i1·;~-;cl the necessary deter
mination by a whole which has nothing extern:iI"1.o·its.elf and. ca{rnot 
01~ri~1te 'instru11191tqny in relation to anything. Now, if the Gramscian l,, 
sut.Jjed is in a (Uti'i:£11gentrelation to its own material conditions, two nee- JI 
cssary consequences lollow: 

1. Tb_fL<;.!~_!:9.)9,1Jg<;i:_a,ny, ... questio11._91·.an obje~tivity which necessarily 
imposes 1ts own ailITiits, !or the con~ingent i11t~;·vendoi;~:ur the s~ 1 I 
as;lill:S--µ~lly de~t;i:r:n.ipe such a w.uctural .objectivity. The n1ost l.vc 
cal-i.ha\1e is the -~rans1ent 9bjectivity oi a '!rntoncal bloc' which par
tialiystaT)ilizes tlie soci~l f1ux, but there IS no 'ne~~~sitv' whose 
consciuusuess exhausts our sub"ectiv;t)~--_ politic,i.l or othe;·~v~ 

'.2. ln the same way, on the sic e of the '.,rc:J\Y~~ ::;tibjcctof history' we line\ 
01_1} ~- ... · !1c: _ _c_o~1ti1wenc 1• But the problem then arises: wlu:ri: and . 
how is that subject rnnstit11tecll What arcthe places ancllogics ~; 
c~T"-::-~.,·-,-"--·--.. ··"'··:--·· .......... '" · · . --~ ·--, ·~iilijep is stipJJosed to per- " 

ft 1111r· 11Y:fafibl . -vitli. tFie ·or tin~:· t character of this intervention? 
f\s Bo · c~s i"11dicated, th~se movements presuppose: a) the active 
construction or the primacy or the moment of the parfv (not in the 
usual sociological sense, but as another name for the primacy or the . 
superstructure over the structure); (b) the primacv of the moment of \ 
~which is equivalent to the prevalence of the ideological ·~ 
over tht' institutional). 

'Uii;§rlw.oprimadt;s t;Qq}t2i_n<".c\ l:'.{\cl9dt:.a set of places of constitution of 
the.:active sul~ject of bis~ory'. First, if heg~rno;w involves a scri~s or 1m.i.-J, ' 
vg_sa)izing effects, tint pl.ice of' coustir11tion cannot be the 'svstem od·' 
111~eds', in the Hegelian sense, which is a realm of pure particularity. But, '. 
secondly, it cannot be the realm of the universal class - the state as an ,, 
ethico-political sphere - because the 1rracli~er society of those ; 
universalizing ellects prevents them from bemg releo-ated to a si1_!g_le .: 
~ 11r , , nc or the same reasons, civil society cannot be con

stituted as a trul; sepa1~~te in.stance, for its functions both anticipate an~\ , 
extend the state s role. I he state would be the name or the hypostasis or I 
a function which far exceeds its institutional frontiers. 
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Perhaps the ambiguities of Gramsci vis-cl-vis the frontiers state/ civil 
society lie not so much in Gramsci's thought b_tttin social reality itself~ Ir 
the state, defined as the ethico-political 1pome11J of society, does not 
constitute an instance within a topography, thei1.it is impossible simply 
to iclentif)1 it with the public sphere. If civil society, conceived as a site of 
private organizations, is itself the locus of ethico-political effects, its 
relation with the state as a public instance becomes blurred. Finally, the 
level of the 'structure' is not simply such a level if its principles of organ
ization are themselves contaminated by the hegemonic effects deriving 

from the other 'levels'. Thus, we are left with a .ho;)zon or inte]]igi)JUjty 
of the social which i~ g1:9_uncled not in tupugmjJhies b~t"i{~"f;g;~:s. ··n1es~ are 
the logics of 'party' and ,,·;~gefriony'; \;Tiichai·e·ultiinifr'lf1clentical, as 

both presuppose non-dialectical articulations which cannot be reduced 
to any system uf topographical locations. The slippery Gramscian ter
minology reflects~ while at the same time it conceals~ this impossible 
overlapping between logics and topography. A final example of this 
impossible overlapping can be found in the intriguing primacy granted 
by Grarnsci lo ideology over the institutional apparatus. Does not this 
primacy fly in the face of the importance he gives to institutional organ
ization in achieving hegemony? Only in appearance. If the hegemonic 
u11iversali;:)11g effects are going to irradiate from a particular sector in 
society, they cannot be reduced to the organization of that particularity 

~uuncl its mvn interests, which will necessarily be corporative.lLthe 

hegemony of a partirnlar social sector depends for its success on present
ing its own aims as those realizing the universal aims of the community, 
it is clear that this identification is not the simple prolongation of an 
institutional system of domination but that, on the contrary, all expan
sion of the latter presupposes the success of that articulation between 
universality and particularity (i.e. a hegemoni'c victory). No model in 
which the economic (the structure) determines a first institutional level 
(politics, institutions) to be followed by an epiphenomena! world of ideas 
will do the trick, gi\-en that society is configured as an ethico-political 
space, and that the latter presupposes cuntingent articulatiuns. The central-

j i ity of the intellectual(= ideological) function in grounding the social link 
t,; necessarily follows from this. 

.\t this point the various displacements that Gramsci makes, in 
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relation to Hegel and l\ilarx, become fully intelligible. \'\Tith Marx and 
against Hegel, Gramsci moves the centre of gravity of social analysis 
from state to civil society~ any 'universal class' arises from the latter, not 
from a separate sphere constituted above civil society. But with Hege 
against l\,Iarx, he will conceive this moment of universality as a jJulitiai 
moment, and not as a reconciliation of society with its own essence. Fo· 
Gramsci society ca 
hegemonic universality - a uni ~rs, i contaminated b I Jarticularit So 1 
if on the one hand he undermines the separateness of the Hegelian state 
by extending the area of ethico-political effects to a multitude of organ
izations belonging to civil society, on the other this very extension 
involves, to a large extent, that civil society is constituted as a political 
space. This explains the hesitations, in Gramsci's texts, about the fron
tiers between state and civil society to which \Ve have referred above, and 
also explains why he had to emphasize the moment of 'corporation' in 
the Hegelian analysis of civil society: the construction of the apparatuses 
of hegemony had to cut across the distinction between public and 
private. 

Let us try now to put together the various threads of our argument. 
'I]}e two texts from l'vlarx with which we started deal with wli'versai 
human emanci Jation, but do so 111 a fundamentally different vvay: in the t 
lirst, universality means direct reconcihat10n o souety with its own·:.~ 

e~nce - the universal is expressed with~ needing any mediation. !1~ ··,\ 
the second case, universal emancipat10n is achieved only through its 
transient identification ·with the aims of a particular social sector ~ 

which means that it is a contingent universality constitutively requiring \ 
political mediation and relations of representation. It is the deepening 
this second view of emancipation and its generalization to the whole of 
politics in the modern age that constitutes Gramsci's achievement. Its 
result, as we have seen, was the elaboration of the thl'oretical framework 
which gave its centrality to the category of 'hegemony'. \Ve now h;'t\ie tu 1 

~s1~.9Q\lt tl,1e historical conditions of its generalization as a tool of polit- ! 
ical analysis, and the structural dimensions it involves. . 

Gramsci was writing at a time when it was already clear that mature 
capitalism was not advancing in the direction of an increasing homog
enization of the social structure but, on the contrary, towards an n·cr 
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greater social and institutional complexity. The notion of 'organized 
capitalism' had been proposed in the years immediately preceding and 
succeeding the First VVorld \Var, and this tendency was accentuated ,1·ith 
the slump of the l 93Us. In this new historical situation it was clear that 
any 'uni\'ersal class' was going to be the effect of a laborious political 
construction, not of the automatic and necessary movements or any 
i11frastructurc. 

The specificity of Grarnsci's theoretical turn can be seen more clearly 
if ,vc inscribe it within the system of politico-intellectual alternatives 
cbboratcd by I\larxism since the beginning of the century. Let us take 
Sorel and Trotsky as two thinkers who were at least partially aware of 
the problems Gr,m1sci was addressing. Sorel understood that the main 
trends or capitalist development were not leading in the direction pre
dicted by I\larxisrn but were generating, on the contrary, an increasing 
social complexity incompatible with the emergence in civil society or 
any 'universal class'. That is why the purity or the proletarian ,vii! had 
to be maintained, according to Sorel, through artificial means: the myth 

, ur the general strike had, as its main function, the protection of the sep
i arale identity of the working class. ,vhile this increasing social complexity 

led Gramsci to assert the need to expand the moment of political medi
ation, it led Sorel to a total repudiation of politics. As much as in l'vlarx, 
true emancipation meant for Sorel a fully reconciled society, but while 
for Marx emancipation would be the result of the objective laws or cap
italist development, for Surcl it was to be the consequence or an 
autonomous intervention of the will. And, as this will tended to reinforce 
the isolation of the proletarian identity, any hegemonic articulation was 
excluded as a matter of principle. 

Something similar happens in the case of 'Irotsky. His thought starts 
with the realization that the relation between global emancipation and 
its possible agents is unstable: the Russian bourgeoisie is too weak to 

carry out its democratic revolution, and the democratic tasks have to be 
carried out under the leadership of the proletariat - this is what he 
called 'permanent revolution'. But while for Gramsci this hegemonic 
transference led to the construction of a complex collective will, for 
Trotsky it was simply the strategic occasion for the working class to 

carry out its own dass revolution. Tl1e,hegenlo11i\;;J~?~Slf?!;.1!.12_~_~f1~s:Uhe --
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identity of the hegemollk ,1ge,nt. The whole approach does not go 
b~-)'~)nd the Leninist conception of 'class alliances'. 

It is in these two precise points - where Gramsci parts company with 
Sorel and Trotsky - that we find the possibility or expanding and radi- f 

calizing a theory of hegemony. Ag~I!1st S9rcl, ,ernanc;ipatmy struggle l 1 
requires articulation ar~s)pglit.is;.i:\Lmediation; against Trotsky, the trans- f 
Jfi:;~e'o( th~'~klTIQ.CI<l.t\C, \~tI~? Jrq111_pnl,". c;lA~§ t2. anptl:ier change~ l10t 

\ oulv thep;t~1;~-<?f;he t_~sks but al_s~·:the i~<mtity: of the agents (wh~ ce~~~ 
\ , to be merely. class agents). Apo.Ii~!~~! d1111ens1?n t~~S~!::~~-~:?r1g1_t1;;1t1,e 

. .v.CiilJ:~1-_I;\I"1cte;:i.ijiy,-a11c'frhis leads to a' ftii'thetbli.1i-ring of the line of 
demarcation state/ civil society. It is precisely this farther blurring that ,1·e 
find in contemporary society in a more accentuated way than in 
Gramsci's time. The gl9tJ~~liza~1W_1 of the economy, the reduction or the 
functions and powers of nation-states, ili_e proliferation of ~~~E~1ational 
quasi-state org,rnizarians - ~ythiug paints in the direction of complex 
processes or decision-making which could Q~ ~pp1·oached in tei:m~, of_ 
l1_egemonic ~g~~i' but certamly not on the basis of any simple distinction 
public/priva1ie-. 'he only thing to acid is that Gramsci was still thinking, 
within a world in which both subjects and institutions were relativelyf 
stable ~ which means that most of his categories have to be redeiinccU 
and radicalized if they are to be adapted to the present circumstances. ' 

This further refinement and radicalization require us to engage in a 
very precise task: to move from a purely sociologistic and descriptive 
account of the conaete agents involved in hegemonic operations to a: 
jomwl analysis of the logics involved in the latter. 8 \'Ve gain very little,)' 
once identities are conceiwcl as complexly articulated collective wills, by j 
referring to them through simple designations such as classes, ethnic \ 
groups and so on which are at best names for transient points of stabi- j 
l-izatio1~. TheJ<:'.,1[lyj1ppp/:!,(\,:\ __ tilc'i,~-i?, JQ,\\HC "-,·,-~ .... J .. t\':, , ic!; of thei11P 

CP/1~!.lU\t)<)n an,~ldi~,~R!.?ti,on, as well ~s the OrI?:<.1:t~l~Jl'.'.JI!J,!l 1t~9-1_1_~_?1~.th~, 
spases in which they mterrelate. ,It_lS to t: ~-: . or these formal 
de_t.QJiiF1,1ti()

0

I1~-tl1~1t)~~;jff ~f{{~_t~tl,1~ r~~.i:2(tl_1E.s,i~:fao~1:·' ,. -' ' 

~ 
Let us now return to our text by l'viarx on jJOlitical emancipation, and 
consider the logical structure of its different moments. ,ve ha\'C, in the 
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first place, the identification of the aims of a particular group ~e 
emancipatory aims of the whole commun · How is this identification 

~i\re we dealing with a process of alienation of the commurn y, 
which abandons its true aims to embrace those of one of its component 
parts? 01:....lldili an act of demagogic manipulation by the latter, which 
succeeds in rallying the vast 1m0ority of society under its own banners? 
Not at all. The reason for that identification is that this Jarticular sector 

1, is the one ,v 11c 1 1s able to bri 1 · about the downfall of an estate w 11c 1 
) is perceived as a 'general crime'_Now, if the 'crime' is a [!enera! one an , r-- ~ . 

however, only a partirnlar sector or constellation of sectors - rather than 
the 'people' as a whole - is able to overthrow it, this can only mean that 
the distribution of power within the 'popular' pole is essentially uneven. 
\

1Vhile in our first quotation from Marx universality of the content and 
formal universality exactly overlapped in the body or the proletariat, we 
have in the so-called political emancipation a split between the particu
larism or the contents and the formal universalization derivinu- from 

t, 

their irradiation over the whole of society. This split is, as we have seen, 
the effect of the universality of the crime combined with the particu
larity of the power capable of abolishmg 1t. i lzus we see a.Jnst dimension rf 
Vie lzegemo11ic relatwn: unevennessiij power is constitutive qf ft. We can easily s~ 
tf1e d11lerence with a theory like Hob be.s's~ f.~r H;bbes, in the state or 
nature power is evenly distributed among individuals, and, as each tends 
towards conflicting aims, society becomes impossible. So the covenant 
which surrenders total power to the Leviathan is an essentially non
political act in that it totally excludes the interaction bct,vecn 
antagonistic wills. A power which is total is no power at all. IC on the 
contrary, we have an originally u11e\'e11 distribution or power, the possi
bility or ensuring social order can result from that very unevenness and 
not from any surrender or total power into the hands uf the sovereign. 

\ 

In that case, however, the claim of a sector to rule will depend 011 its 

'.lbility_ lo present its ~wn !)ar_ticula_r aimsas the (~Iles whi_ch ~re con:pat-
1blc with the actual funcllonmg of the commumty - which 1s, precisely, 
what is intrinsic to the hegemonic operation. 

This, however, is not enough. For if the generalized acceptance of the 
hegemony of the force carrying out political emancipation dgJcnclecl 
only on its ability to overthrow a repressive regime, the support it would 
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get would be strictly limited to such an <J1t_Q[_ overthrowin,g, and tlwrc 
w'ou!ct be no 'coincidence' between the 'revolution of the nation' and the 
'emancipation' of a particular class of civil society. So, what can bring 
about this coincidence? I think that the answer is to be found in l\farx's 
assertion that 'a particular estate must be looked upon as the notorious 
crime of the whole of society, so that liberation from that sphere appears 
as general self-liberation'. For this to be possible, several displacements 
become necessary, all of which point towards an increasing complexity 
in the relation between universality and particularity. In the first place, 
a system of domination is always, ontically speaking, a particular one, 
but if it is to be seen as 'the noloriom crime of the whole or society', its 
own particularity has in turn tu be seen as a symbol of something dif
ferent and incommensurable with it: the obstacle which prevents society 
from coinciding with itself: from reaching its fullness. There is no cuu
cept, of course, which wno)cl correspoucl TO rbal fnl)rwss ancl, as o n's114, 

no concept corresponding to a universal object blocking it, but an impos
sible object, to which no concq)t corresponds, can still have a name: it 
borrows It lrom the particularitv of the oppressive regime -~ which thus 
becomes partially universalized. In the second place, iCJhere is a geuewf , 
crime, there should be a general victim. Society, however, is a plurality of I. 

- • J 
yari:icularisrjc groups and demands. So if there is going to be the sob_i!X.l ':, 
of a certain global emancipation, the subject antagonized bv the g·eneral i 
crime, it can be political9, constructed only through thee uiualen ·, - 1 
1:<1 ... UY • .U ... !;. e1n<1nc s. s a result, these particularities are also split: tl1U!.Pgh 
their equivalence they do not simply remain tb<'mselves, hut also CQ!l: 

stitute an area of universalizing effrJ;;tS - not exactly Rousseau's general 
will, but a pragmatic and contingent version of it. Finally, what abQ_ltt 
that impossihk object, the fullness of society, against which the ·notori
OLis crimeJ .. siiis, and wh;di e111a11cijjation tries to t;each? Ii. obviotisly . 
b~ks ·~1i1yfo1~1'n of direct expression, ~ml can ~1cceclc to theTu!el cJC rep- ' 

1'cseiitatibi1; ,is iii tlie· hvcj pi;evious Ci]SCS, only _j)y;:i pa_:S?B'.' t\uoJJ~{~ t_~Ji' 

ciij:sic·~dar. This particulai7°s given, in the present case, by the aims ~f 
that se~t"or ,vhose ability to overthrmv the oppressive regime opens the 
way to political emancipation - to which we have to acid only that, in 
this process, the particularity of the aims does not remain as mere par
ticularity: it is contaminated by the chain of equivalences it comes tu 
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represent. \Ve can, in this way, point to a second dimension of the 
\ hegemonic relation: there is hegemm!Y unfJ' fl the didwtomy universalitv I partic
\ ufarit1' is superseded; wzwersalitv exists unlv incarnated in - and subverting - sume 
\ /1qrticularitv but, conversely, no particular if)! can become political without hemming th; 
i !oms al wziversali_zing e/Jec.!l,_., 

/ This second dimension leads us, howeve1; to a new problem. \\/hat is 

\. i11~1erent in the hegemonic relation, if_ the universal ~ncl the partic_ular 
f reJect each other but nevenheless require each other, 1s tlze representa/wn c!f 

j I an imJ;ossibilifr. Fullness of society and its correlate, total 'crime', are nec
\ •j essmy objects if the 'coincidence' between particular and general aims is 

going to take place at all. If the passage through the particular is 
required, howe,-er, it is because universality cannot be represented in a 
direct way - there is no concept corresponding to the object. This means 
that the object, in spite of its necc;ssity, is al~o i/npossible. Ir its necessity 
requires access to the level of representatio·n;, itti;~;possibility means 
that it is always going to be a distorted representation - that the means 
or representation are going to be constitutive(y inadequate. 9 \\le already 
know what these means of representation are: particularities which, 
without ceasing to be particularities, assume a function of universal rep
resentation. This is what is at the root of hegemonic relations. 

What is the ontological possibility or relations by which particular 
identities take up the representation of something different from them
selves? \ 1Ve said earlier that something to which no concejJt corresponds (a 
that without a what) can still have a name - assuming that a function or 
universal representation consists, in this sense, of widening the gap 
between the order of naming and that of what can be conceptually 
grasped. \Ve are, in some way, in a comparable situation to the one 
described by Derrida in 5j1eeclz and Phenomena apropos of Husserl: 'mean-

ing' and 'knowledge' do not overlap. Wi; _c::~11 .. ~•!YJhm, ll.S •.. a n:~ulLQU!:.!~ 
cqnstitutive gap: ( 1) the more extended the chain of equivalences that a 
pa1:~-i~~~1Ii,-" sicX6r wm-;;~--t~--~-~p;:~;~~t a,;d the 111oi·e' its 'aii1is bec6frie a 

name for global emancipation, the looser will be t~1e lin½s _J:>etwes;iuhat 
n<1mr <1nd its original 1:iartic::~tlar. meaning, and the 1nore it wi)l .ipprQ<tch 

the status of an emr!Y sigr1ii\e.1:; Ill (2) as.thi? t()t_ctl c::g.h~s,i_~kLlf~..2L~.!:<::.~ni
:."l".0~1 with the particular is2)J.ill.."..~Y.~i; -~~!~i1.11atelyimpossible - given the 
constit~~-tive -riiad~q·~;:~y'oTthe means of rep'~'e.sent~·t,ori'":::: a rernai!1cl~r oL 

-,•,<v.~• ., • .~ 
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particularitycannot be eliminated. The process ofnan1ing it_sell: as it is 
~-_£Q~\ifri1.hi~\•'~y-c;;;;,;::'i?1i2iG;ou2i'iii~i,\1Jfri11ts,' is 'the 011e that \\ill 
retroactively dete1:,;;~{~~-.:::· depcndi11g on continge11t'he·gernoi11c a,;tici_j_la
~i,gns <:_: _\Vl1i!s" i§ i~~y:ajK,i1i1i1:C:a::. tfii;' rrieans rha't"ti;e 'r{:ai'isition from 1 

:tv'Iarx 's political emancipation to total emancipation can never arrive.:; 

1 

This shows us a third dimension of the hegemonic relation: it requires tf1t1) 
product~on of tendentia'.[Y emp~v .1ig11ijie1:5 which, while maintaini1~g the i1'.com111en-. 
surabdztv between umversal and /1artzculars, enables tlze latte, to take up tin - ,, 
representation ~l the.former. ' 

· 11 . Finally, a corollary of our previous conch}sions_ is _that_ \e )r:_sentatis~1.' 
1~1st1tuuve of .t~ 1~gf_11w112c relat1!2!~· ~ 11~-~'=-'~~D,If!<:iJ.!QH Rl .<!U repre: 
se11t.~!_j9_11il~!1e.,illusjo11 0ccompanyi_,~g tl_1~.J.!',Lt~9119.f_1f,!Q{fl.l .. ~m~n~jp~gi2.n:\ 
But, in so far as the universality of the community is achievable only 
through the mediation of a particularity, the relation of representation 
becomes constitutive. \Ve have, as inherent to the representative link, the 
same dialectic between name and concept that we have just mentioned. 
Ir the representation was total - if the representative moment was entirely 
transparent to what it represents ·- the 'concept' would have an unchal
lenged primacy rwer the 'name' (in Saussurean terms: the signified would 
entirely subordinate to itself the order of the signifier). But in that case 
there would be no hegemony, for its very requisite, which is the produc
tion or tendentially empty signifiers, would not obtain. In order to have 
hegemony we need the sectorial aims of a group to operate as the name 
for a universality transcending them - this is the syneccloche constitutive 
or the hegemonic link. But if the name (the signifier) is so attached to the 
concept (signified) that no displacement in the relation between the two is 
possible, we cannot have any hegemonic rearticulation. The idea or a i 
totally emancipated and transparent society, from which all tropological J 
movement between its constitutive parts would have been eliminated, / 
involves the encl or all hegemonic relation (and also, as we \vill see late1; of j 
all ckmocratic politics). Here we have a fourth dimension of 'hegs.;~rnnny.:.: t 
the terrain in whid1 iLexpands is that of the generalization o[ tlze relatiu11s of rep/I'- ~ 

sentatiun as condition u tlze collStit · ,. -a rncial OJilE.. This explains why the ~ 
hegernomc form of politics tends to become general in our contemporary: 
globalized world: as the clecentring or the structures of power tends 
to increase, any centrality requires that its agents are constitutiH·ly 
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o\:erdeterminecl ~ that is, that they always represent so11Zething more than 

their mere particularistic identity. 
To conclude, I would like to make two remarks. First: in so far as this 

complex dialectic bet,veen particularity and universality, between antic 
content and ontological dimension, structures social reality itseli~ it also 
structures the identity of the social agents. As I will try to argue late1~ it 

isJhi:sc::n:J~i,1 w\tl,~in th<". str~1~ .. tt)rf tllf1t is at the ,o,rtg~~?.~~:.\l!f~iifostt. 
· This means that we do not simply have subject positions within the 
: structure, but also the subject as an attempt to till these structural gaps. 

; "fhatJ~ whyw.e.dQ.no.t l1:1Y,i.;jt\.~.ti(l(lllil/1;>:!?ll!, .u1th~i~ fr{q!1~Ji1:!!!i~n. Ir idcn-
tifi·~·;;tion is required, however, there is going to be a basic ambiguity at 
the heart or all identity. r(his is the way I would approach the question 
or disidmtijicatzo11 raiseduy:Ziiek.· - . . . .. . . .... - .. ---···· 

.. .~s ior tl~~q~i"esti~-~l ~·~·;{~~rning historicism, my perspective coincides 

ernircly with Zizek's. I think that r~19icalhistl>ric.jgg is.a-self-defeating 
enterprise. It does not recognize the ways in which the universal enters 
i1;to the-~~nstitution of all particular identities. From a theoretical point 

or view, tht; very notion or particularity presuppos~_s __ 5)}~.'. .. _<?.(~ totality 
-(even total s~pc;ratiun G~nnot.escape the fact th:-it.seiJaration is stilfaTS,pe 

of relation between entities - the monads require a 'pre-established har
mony' as a condition of their non-interaction). Ancl, __ pgJjJ.i£::ally.spe-aking, 

th~ right of partict1I~i:. g1:()\IP,~ siLngents - ethnic, national or sexual 
mi1\~1{:it.ies; for.ii1st;nce - can be lorrnulatcd only as 1yriyr1IglrigbJ$, The. 
_c1ppeal to the univer_sal is Ul:avoid~b}e ~nee, t~n--tl1~ one hand, no agent 
ca·1; cl~/~11 io spe'ak rlire~:i[v for the 'totality' while, on the othe1; reference 
to the latter remains an essential component of the hcgernonico-discur
si\·c operation. The universal is an emp{J' jJlace, a void which can bejilled on{J1 ~)' 

/he particulcu; but which, tluvugh its ueiy emptiness, Jm1duces a series Ql crucial ejfects 
in the structuration/destrncturatio11 of social relations. It is in this sense tliat it is 
both an impossible and a necessary object. ln a recent work, Zizek ~1.s 
described quite accurately my own approach to the question of the ;;ni
~ Aiter I cfe11 ing to a11rst concept10n or universality - the 
Cartesian cogito, for which the uni\·ersal has a positive and neutral con
tent, indifferent to particularities - and a second - the I:Vlarxist one, for 
"hich the universal is the distorted expression or a particular identity -

he acids: 

.. 
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There is, howe\'l~r, a third ,·crsiun, elaborated in detail by Ernc:stu 
Lacbu: the Unin:rsal is empty, yet precisely as such always-already lilkcl 
in, that is, hegemonizecl by some contingent, particular content that ans 

as its stand-in - in short, each l)._l]lY.i;:_i:;;~(lis the IJattleground on wbicl1_th,· 
multitude or particular con ten ls light 1o; · 1~egei11611\:· .-. ·. -;rhe distinction 

¥,.~....__•--.~--.. , .• ~ ·-·:· • ,,,,,.,~ . ~ ,., "•·•··· .. ·'•·' .• ····-· .. ,.,,,, .. , ... ~. ·- -·~·""'·'·'····•,.'<••~•'r-··•~······~-- , 

between this third version and the first is that the third wrsion allows for 
no content of the Uni\'ersal ,vhich would be effecti\'cly neutral ancl, as~ 

such, common to all its species ... all positive content of the Uni,,crsal 
is the contingent result of hegemonic struggle - in itsclt; the Universal is 
absolutely empty. 11 {) :, .-

Having reached this poim, hu,1'C\'er, we have to deal in more detail 
with this peculiar logic by ·which an object, ~ough its very impossibil-
ity, still produces a variety of cHects shown in the universalization or the 
relations of representation~ which as w, r ' . seen, is the rondition or 
possu11ty o t 1e 1e,2;emonic · '. 'vVhat is the ontological structure or 
sue 1 a mk? \Ye will start tackling this problem through the considcratiun 
of two authors to whom our questionnaire makes repeated relcrencc: 
Hegel and Lacan. 

II Hegel 

Let us start by considering an objection Zizck makes to my reading or 
Hegel, for it shows clearly what are, in my \'iew, the limitations or 
Hegelian dialectic as a candidate for rendering the hegemonic relation 
intelligible. Zizck asserts: 

The only thing to acid to Laclau's formulation is that his anti-Hegelian 
twist is, perhaps, all too sudden: 

\\'c arc nut dealing here with '<j:::terminatL:..!2cgation' in the Hegdi~w 
s~ \\-!tile the latter comes out of the apparl'nt positivity or the 
concrete and 'circulates' through contents that arc always determi
nate, our __ qotion,,.of-negativity d<'pi>nd~ .. PD .!lll;_ f~1i~ 

constitu!ion of all cle.~er112i_11~1~i_o11: (1i111~i1\iJ:q.!{f!.((1), p. 1 +) 
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/ \!Vhat, howeve1~ if the infamous 'Hegelian determinate negation' aims 
J precisely at the fact that e,·ery particular formation involves a gap 

- A between the Universal and the Particular - 01~ in Hegdcse, that a par-

1\ ~icul~r formation neve'.· coincides .wit!~ its (t~nivcr:al) no_tion ~ and that it 
'\ 1s tlus very gap that bnngs about its chalecucal chssoluuon? 1 -

Zizek gives the example of the state: it is not that positi\'e actual states 
imperfectly approach their notion, but that the very notion of the state 
qua rational totality cannot be actualized. 'Hegel's point here is not that 
the State which would fully fit its notion is impossible - it is possible; the 
catch is, rather, that it is 110 longer a state, but a religious com111w1ifJ1.' 13 

I would like to make two points to Zizek. The first is that he is 
entirely right in asserting that, for Hegel, no particular formation ever 
coincides with its own notion, simply because the notion itself is inter
nally split, and brings about its own dialectical dissolution. I never put 
this into doubt. But, secondly, the dialectical pattern of this dissolution 
requires it to be a pattern made of necessary transitions: it is - to take 
the example - a religious community and nothing else that results from the 

non-coincidence of the state with its notion. The impqrtantqqS,~~i?..!,Ijs 
this: ai.T(;pting entirely that the Absolute Spirit has no positive content of 
0 

• •--~ 0••!... ,, •'-••~ ••• ,.,-...,.,.,+,,, .... .__., >o, ,,,<: ,,_..,; 0~ ,<,•-~•••••'., '••' ""-" •s' ,.•.,; ,',C" <'1,.1,-i,.'-;, • •\•,~~ ,.,,,,.- /, "O •~,•- ... ,._,., ..... ~~•~ .. <.Jlc~ 11>.,II; 

HS -own, . .and is just the succession .or all dialectical transitions of its 

i~Jl?P.?,s.iJ?.iliw .. Qf .. e~.ta,bli~J;i;1g·A: .. !iu:~~J ~~s1'.i~Pi~T~g )~s~ ;;~·!:'l;:iGL kl!;};; ;:~;ll 
':1_L1cl t(1~ p~rtii:1~l?cr -:-w:G \he~e t1~~i1siti~ns cm1tz~1ge,11t or ~1e,cr2J:&D'? -ff ~he\ 
latter, the charactenzatlon of the whole Hegelian prcvect (as opposed to ( 
what he actually did) as panlogicist can hardly be avoided. \ 

From this point of view, the evidence is overwhelming. Let me just 
stress a few points: 

1. As in most post-Kantian Idealist systems, Hegel aspires to a pre
suppositionless philosophy. This means that the irrational - and 
ultimately contradictory - moment of the thing in itself has to be 
eliminated. Furthermore, ii' Reason is going to be its own ground
ing, the Hegelian list of categories cannot be a catalogue, as in 
Aristotle or Kant - the categories have to deduce themselves from 
each other in an orderly fashion. This means that all determinations 
are going to be logical determinations. Even if something is 

J. 
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irrational, it has to be retrieved as such by the system or Reasun. 
2. Ir the system is going to be grounded on no presupposition, t\w 

method and the content to which it is applied cannot be external tu 
each other. 

lur this reason, Hegel's account of the method can come only at the 
encl of the Logic, not at the beginning. The Absolute Idea, \\'hose 
'form' is said to be the method, is visible only at the culmination: 
'the Idea is thought itself ... as the selF-cletermining totality of its 
own determinations and laws, ,vhich it gives to itself rather than 
having them already and finding them within itself' (E: I 9A).11 

3. The Absolute Idea as the system or all determinations is a dosed 

]totality: beyond it, no further advance is possibk.\ The dialectical 
'ii'1ove111eil t 'frori-t 011e (:~;i~goi·)i t;;-a;~· 'Ji~-~t excli.,des 'all COll tingency 

\.\p v. (although Hegel was far from being consistent in this respect, as is 
~ 

1
\~ shown in his famous remarks on Krug's pen). It is. di.fliculuo.~WQid 

~ ( tll.~. c::g11.cLL!,sj()P t!1~t. !1 e~d 's p~~~!?gi_~isu, is.J\)t:; highxs:t pgjnt. of l 
~ <.f 11wc::lc.p\,. r.,1..qpq,\!1~.11,1-This shows us why the hegemomc relation 1 

} cannot be assimilated to a dialectical transitio1f foFalthough,.?1~ of./ 
~ ( the prerequisites of conceptually grasping the beg~1:i:,1,(!_11is:. li!1.k~ the { 

'I ~ i incornrnensurability between Particular and Ut~l~1ersal - is met by a\ 
\ ,\ 1 dialectical logic, the other - the contingent character of the link \ 

<:i;,'/ bc-twm, the two rlo,'. n~1,:,r~~ 
This, however, is not the whole story. I cannot simply dismiss Zizek's 
reading of Hegel, for two reasons. First, that I agree with most of what 
he does out l!f Hegel's texts. Second, that I do not think that he is pro
jecting into those texts a series of considerations extraneous to the texts 
themselves. They clearly apply to them. So how du I deal with this 
apparent contradiction on my part? I am certainly not prepared to con
cede anything concerning the panlogistic nature or Hegel's intellectual 
/Hojffl. Howe\'er, we should not take the wurcl k,r the eked. As the hiu-!1-

" est point nf modern rationalism, Hegel claimed, for Reason, a rule the 
latter had never claimed for itself in the past: to rethink, in terms ul' its 
own logical transitions, the totalitv of the ontolooical distinctions that 

~ l 0 

the philosophic,al tradition had discerned within the real. This gi,·cs 
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\1·a\· to a double movement: if Reason, on the one hand, has hegemo
niz~cl the whole realm of differences, the latter, on the other, could not 

avoid contaminating the f<..1rmer. So nJany ~lial~s}ic,<;1:J ~!:~1\s).~i,2m.,eXS:,.Jl!u
ri(l~oJv.gis;~l .tnlmitigm. Since the nineteenth century, criticism of Hegel 
has taken the form of asserting that many of his deductions derive their 
apparent acceptability from illegitimate empirical assumptions smuggled 
into the argument (Trendelenburg, for instance). This was the main line 
of Sche,lling's criticism of Hegel: he attempted to show that, apart from 
many inconsistent deductions in his Lugic, the whole project of a prc
suppositionless philosophy was flawed, for it could not even start without 
accepting the laws of logic and a rationalist approach to concepts (as 
innate ideas), a dogmatic metaphysical realism which starts from 'Being' 
as a lifeless objectivity, and language as a pre-constituted mediurn. 15 

'Again~t this vision, Schelling asserts that Philosophy cannot be presup
;positionless, and that human existence is a starting point more primary 
;than the concept. Feuerbach, Kierkegaard and Engels - all of whom 
attended Schelling's courses - accepted his basic criticism, and devel
oped their own particular approaches, giving priority to 'existence' over 
'reason'. In some sense, it has to be accepted that Hegel represents the 
closure of the metaphysical tradition which started with Plato. 

,iSchelling's 'positive philosophy' is a new beginning, in which the whole 
j of contemporary thought was to engulf itself~ 

Now, I want to stress that, in my departure from dialectics, I du nut.] 
tak.e the Sc. helli'.1g.·i.an 1.·oad. ~he.'.i:fo~o .. u_rse'_a. p .. _IJT·o· .. ;i ... c!·:i·"thi:1.LLtake in r~la- \ \ 
tion to the 'social construct1on of reality' preve,1__1;ts .. me.fron1-acceptrn.g ,, · 

any shar'.p .dis.ti.ui;.ti.!?A ~~tween existe11~~ a11d ~@s~ious11e~s. This does 
not mean, however, thatT b~li~ve "that a system of conceptually neces-
sary transitions is the only alternative to an opaque empmcJty. The t 
main difficulty that stands in the way of a purely speculative dialectics is, l 

. I in my view, the role of ordinary language in the dialectical transitions. 
Let us quote in full the passage, in Hegel's Lugic, where he tries to tackle 
this problem: 

Philosophy has the right to select from the language of common life 
which is made for the world of' pictorial thinking, such expressions as seem 

to ajJ/Jroximate to the determinations of the Notion. There cannot be any 

question uf de111u111tmli11g for a word sdectcd frurn the language ui' 
common lilt· that in common li!c, too, one associates \\·ith it the same 
Notion for which philosophy employs it; for common life has no Nutions, 
l~y__pic1oria) rho11g)l!§ and general ideas, and to recognize the 
Notion in what is else a general idea is philosophy itsel[ It must sullice 
therefore if pictorial thinking, in the use of its l'Xprcssions that arc 
employed lor philosophical determinations, has before it sume Yague 
idea of their clistincti,·e meaning; just as it may be the case that in these 
expressiuns one recognizes 11ua1Kes of pictorial thought that arc more 
duscly related to the correspo11cling Notions. 11; 

This passage is crucial, for the problem at stake here is the precise role 
of the 'pictorial thinking' in the dialectical transitions. If the images 
associated with pictorial thought arc indifferent names given to entities 
constituted entirely outsick them, the names would be entirely arbitrary 
and logically irrelevant; iC on the contrary, the transition depends on a 
verisimilitude deriving from the intuitive meaning of the name befine its 
inscription in that transition, i11 that case the tm11sitiu11 rn111wt be a lugirnl one. 
Now, dialectical logic presupposes that you cannot dissociate form and 
content, that the content actually named is an integral part of the whole 
loaical movement of the conce1)t. But if the name l!Cts its meaninl! from u '--' ,, 
a language pre-ni.1ti11g that logical movement, the mowmcnt itself 
becomes something quite different from a logical deduction: it becomes a 
trupolugirnl movement by which a name tills, as a metaphor, a gap opened 
in a chain of reasoning. So the pictorial image is not, as Hegel claims, a 
\'ague or imprecise version of a determination made fully explicit by 
Philosophy, but, on the contrary, vagueness and imprecision as such arc 
fully constitutive uf the philosophical argument.\ Ve have to conclude that 

dialectical lugic is the terrain of a g_<:!.!!aT.i'1!iz.1.:d .. rheJ£!iL The richness of 
Hegel's texts lies not so much in their attempt strictly to derive concepts 
out of a presuppositionless starting point - a rule they violate on C\-cry 
page - but in the implicit rhetoric which governs their transitions. This is 
what, I think lends its credentials to manv or Zizek's demarclzes. \ Ve should 

' ' 
not fiJrget, however, that panlogicism is still there, operating as a strait-
jacket limiting the elkcts of the rhetorical displacements. 

This also explains my reaction to Butler's Question 9. For the reasuns 
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that I have just presented, no sharp distinction can be maintained, in a 
Hegelian perspective, between form and content ~ they mediate each 

other. BLJJ..also, .in a perspectiveJikeinil.1,e.,.whic;!_L~EPr_?aches l~~f,'£,l}}.9.nic 

tr;:tpsitions iq 1,rn1s.. oL rhetoti.G1Lsli~~b1S:.1'.;,!]},~m~, it is in{possible con
ceptually to grasp form independently from content (although not for 
logical reasons). As for the question of the quasi-transcendentals, it poses 
problems of its mvn to which I will return later. The only remark I 
would like to make to Butler is that the opposition form/ content is not 
tl'ie same as the opposition between quasi-transcendentals and examples. 
For an example is not a content. A content is an integral part of a con
cept, while something, in order to be an example, should add nothing to 
what it is an example of; and should be substitutable by an indefinite 
number of other examples. If I say: Jews are responsible for the national 
decline', 'Communists are defenders of the interests of the masses', or 
'vVomen are exploited in a patriarchal society', it is evident that all three 

can be examples of the agreement between subject and verb in a sen
tence, without the grammatical rule being altered by the semantical 
content of the examples. It is always, of course, possible that, th'rough a 
set of discursive devices, something that in a particular discourse aJJjJears 
as an example determines the conceptual content in some way, but to 

establish this requires the study of particular discursive instances. 
To conclude: Hegelian dialectics gives us only partially adequate 

ontological tools to determine the logic of the hegemonic link. The 
contingent dimension of politics cannot be thought within a Hegelian 
mould. \Vhcn we move from Heg-d to Lacan, however, we find an 

entirely different scenario. 

III Lacan 

Let me say, to start with, that I would not establish the opposition 
between 'orthodox Lacanian cloxa' and 'heterodox appropriation of 
Lacan for the thinking of hegemony' in the sharp terms in which Butler 
does. Any appropriation of a theoretical approach will be more or less 
orthuclox, depending on the degree of iclentilication that one finds with 
the 'appropriated' author. But if by orthodox doxa one understands 

i 
I 
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philological obsession and mechanical repetition of the same catL:uuriL·s 
without 'developing' them as required by new contexts, it is clea; that 
any intellectual intervention worth the name will be 'heterodox'. 

So: let us fully engage in a heterodox game . .Judith Butler is essen

~ially concerned with the question of whether Lacan'.s .. .',ban:eds.ubje<;t' 

l~=:~~-s.:.:~.l~~loes no~.!!~P.Q?~ st1:~.:~ur~l limitations to the strategic 1110\'C-
ments renun:ed bv "' l er ·1·-· .. ,-•,.-··1'!····"·k,., .. , .... "l······t'·h· ... .,. · 
-····· .. ·---•··"··-"1··"·""•·· ,. q,· •• ~,,, .1.Ci,,CUlQ.!1!,(,'.,_.og1c. 1e e1 nc o e1 scepticism 
about the potential fruitfulness of a Lacanian approach to politics is 
neatly stated: 'Can the ahistorical recourse to the Lacanian bar be rec
onciled with the strategic question that hegemony poses, or does it 
stan_d as a quasi-transcendental limitation on all possible subject-for
mation and, !1ence, as indilkrent to politics?' (Question 1 ). Now, to 
some extent Zizek hints to what would be my own answer to Butler's 

question when he re_fer~ to the Lacanian Real as 'its W~.~~y~11y_C?,]jc's] 
tQt;:1\ly non.;.SJ.lbsJaut1al . ...iuh~n;u,L!.imit, point of failure, which 1D~ii1-
1.;1i1nt.l~~very gap between reality and its symbolization an~l (l;~l; i~tslu 

• .-. .. ,,.,.,.:. •. , .. , -~,-~, .. -,-•,.;"l">.-::•'-~.""l"'/1"'1:·~ 'J•;·i':,~~~::~::i.,-1'1,.t,•1'.';. ·•~i~-~"J· ~r:.h'•,~-., •"C ,,.;-.l~,, ',? .,),,_, .. , ·"'-'•'' ....... •ac.,•..,:.",;., ·, ,, ~,.... "'• " ,, . '.. . , 

111?,_t!o11 d1.~ rnntwgent.., P!:.<?.c~~~~~_or · historjfization-symbol iza tion?' 
(Question 1 ). . . -~--....... ~-~-"'"/,'::·~::/'·' r;::··•·,··-:~-t··,.,·"·-···: 

Let us consider the matter carefully. \•Vliat is involved in constructino 
, b 

'.l CJ uas1-tra1:sccnclcntal category as ( 1) 'a limitation on all possible sub-
Ject-format10n', and (2) a limitation vvhich is 'indifferent to politics'? In 
my view, it involves the introduction of t,vo contradictory requirements 

because 'limitation' seems to. i1_m;)l)'. .. thi1:l some political identities are 
e;(cludecl as a result of iT1e·ci~:~si-transcend~·1it~1lTi1~;it. I( hm~cver, what 
results from the bttei' is ·an •i11differei1ee to politics; one should apparently 
conclude that the limi\ is no limit at all - and, as a corollary, that the on!~· 
way of superseding such indifference would be some [~incl or jJu.,ilii;c 
transcendental grounding, which is precisely what the lirst requirement 
was attempting to undermine. In order to go beyond this blind alley, une 

should perhaps ask oneself a different question: Is it a bar wlwseji;,1c1iu11 

CUllsz.i/s 111 slwwing the ultimate i111j)(}ssibili!)' qfjiill rejm:smtatiu11, a limit 011 a-lwt 
rnn be rejnesmted, m; ratlw; does it e.1pa11d the re/11/iun q/ represmtatio11 (aJ a jr1iied 
rc/Hese/llatiun, of cuurse) b~1'm1d all li111itatio11? I/ !his were the case, ii woiil ojJm 
t/1e WC!)· tu a more radirnl historicism tha11 a11)'t/zi11g that could be growuled i11 citlzer 
a ~J'.1le111 qj /Josi Ii/le tmmm1de1Lla/ rntegories or iu an ajJ/Jeal to a 'concrde' 1c/11d1 fii'l's 

i11 //1e ig1wn111ce q/ ifs own rnllditions o/ J;os.1ilnli{J'. Hegemony requires. as \ff 
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have seen, a generalization of the relations or representation, but in such 
a way that the process of representation itselr creates retroactively the 
entity to be represented. The non-transparency of the representative to 

the represented, the irreducible autonomy of the signifier vis-cl-vis the 
signified, is the condition of a hegemony which structures the social 
from its very ground and is not the epiphenomena! expression of a tran
scenc\en tal signified which would submit the signifier to its own 

'_ predetermined movements. 1]ti!L_'.l\~_e,r<:_lt~~.11'. of the si):~_i~gj_er.1/is:_q-v,,is dK. 
;;ignifi~g - the vsry pr~~o!1clition of hegem011y"::.'.-is \vhar the Lacani_,111., 
bar attempts to e~pre.~-~-The other side of the coi11·; the contingent impo
sition of limits or partial fixations - without which ,ve would be living in 
a psychotic universe - is what the notion of 'point de capiton' brings 
about. 17 

Tb.e. .. repIT.seuJ,1\jpn.i.:>Lthe unrepres.e.11tq!;ile constitutes the terms of 
the paradox within which hegemony is constructed - or, in the terms ,Ne 
used earlier, we are dealing with an object which is at the same time 

impossible and necessary. Thi?. is 119t f~X D:<?~!? ~l;S,,.l.£1T~ill ... QLJ)1e 
Lacanian_ notion 9f a 'real' wl1if.!U:.r,si:1t~-~n'..mb0Ji~.: .. Ul9 . ..!1· At this point, 
h~~~~~;-~1~, .. B.~iti~r,·r;i~~~ .. ;;•Y~bj'~~~ion: 'to dai;;; :ih~ii'_~b~I:\.<.(l 1:esis,tSJY!:11-

boliz~tion is ~tit! to symboliz~ the ~-ea!, <1s .. !'\KiJJ,d.Df i:esisl<!,gce. The former 
claim (the real resist~ iy~~~boli;,atior1) can only be true if the latter claim 
('the real resists symbolization' is a symbolization) is true, but if the 

l l . . I 1· . ·1 r ! 'I 8 seconc c aim 1s true, t 1e irst 1s necessan y 1a se. 
Butler presents her argument in terms of Russell's paradox ('the 

class of all classes which are not members of themselves, is it a member 
of itself?', etc.), but the very way she formulates it evokes, quite easily, 
the standard Idealist criticism of Kant's 'thing in itself' (if categories 
apply only to phenomena, I cannot say that the thing is the external 
cause of my sensations, that it exists, etc.). Now, if her assertion was of 
this last type, she would be advocating total representability, pure trans
parency of thought to itself~ and in that case unrepresentability could 
be conceived only as radical unawareness - but to admit even the pus
sibilitv of existence of something of which we are essentialfv unaware 
(tha; is, not even potentially mediated by thought) ,voulcl break the 
link between representability and actuality. As Hegel said in the 

E11qclopaedia: 

IDENTITY AND HEGEMONY ti, 

Only when we discern that the content - the particular, is not sdt~ 
subsistent, but derivative from something ebe, are its linitudc and 
untruth shown in their proper light. ... The only content which can be 
held to be the truth is one not mediated with something else, not limited 
by other things: or, otherwise expressed, it is one mediated by itsell; 
where mediation and immediate reference-to-self coincide .... Abstrnn 
thought (the scientific form used by 'rellcctive' metaphysic) and abstract 
intuition (the form used by immediate knowledge) are one and the 
samc. 1'.1 

But perhaps Butler is not advocating total representability - although it 
is dil1ic:ult to see how the sublation or any 'non-representable' within the 
field of representation could lead to any different reading. Perhaps what 
she intends to point to is not a contradiction se11su slrictu but a paradox -
in that case she would be refcrrimr to an a/1uria of thouuht and we ,._, b , 

would be back to the terms of Russell's dilemma. The question there 
would be: what can we do when we are confronted with a discursive 
space organized around logically unanswerable aporias? \Ve can do sev
eral things, but there is one especially that I want to stress, given its 
centrality for what I have to say later on: we.can initiate 4 tr.opotogical 

(rhe.to1:ic:al) movi:;mtll~ l7et~ve.e1,1Jhe. 1;~1J~g<:iries est<}l~li;;l;ing the terms of 
t-he..apQ!:iiit, Let us consider, as an example, the analysis made by Paul de 
l\:fan of the role of the 'zero' in 'Pascal's Allegory of Pcrsuasion'. 111 

Pascal was confronted with the objection to his principle of infinite 
smallness: that - if the postulate of a homogeneity between space and 
number was to be maintained - it would be possible to conceive of an 
extension composed of parts that are not extended, given that we have 
numbers made of units which arc devoid of number (the one). Pascal's 
answer consists of two movements: on the one hand he tried to dissoci
ate the order of number from the order of space - by shmving that if the 
one is, strictly speaking, not a number, for it is exempt from plurality, it 
still belongs to the order of number because, through reitt>ratcd multi
plication, all other numbers are obtained from, macle of units which 
include, the one. On the other hand, however, iC the homology between 
numbe1~ time and motion is to be maintained, the equivalent of 'instant' 
or 'stasis' has to be found in the order of number. Pascal finds it in the 
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·zero'. Now, as Lo the difference with the one, the zero is radically 
lictcrog-eneous with the order of number and, moreover, crucial if there 
i, goin~ to be an order of number at all. In De l'vlan'.s words: _'The~·e can 
lie no one without zero, but Lhe zero always appears 111 the guise ot a one, 
of a (some)thing. The name is the trope or the zero. The zero is alwcl;)'S 
called a one, when the zero is actually nameless, "iww11mwble". 21 So we 
have a situation in which: ( l) a systemic totality cannot be constituted 
without appealing to something radically heterogeneous vis-a-vis what is 
representable within it; (2) this something has, anyway, to be someho-w 
represented if there is to be a system at all; (3) as this will, hm:'e~er, be 
the representation of something which is not representable w1thm the 
system - even more: the represenlation of the radical impossibility of 

\he1)resenting the latter - that representation can take place only through 
•!) r tropological substitution. 
· This is the point Butler's argument is really missing: if the represen-

tation of the Real was a representation of something entirely uutside the 
symbolic, this representation of the unrepresentable as unrepresentable 
would amount, indeed, to full inclusion - this was, for instance, the way 
in which Hegel was able to include the 'contingent' within his logical, 
system. But if what is represented is an internal limit or the process of 
representation as such, the relationship between internality and exter
nality is subverted: the Real becomes a name for the very failure of the 

. Symbolic in achieving its own fullness. The Real would be, in that sense, 
: a i'Ctroactive effect or the failure or the Symbolic. Its name would be 
both the name of an empty place and the attempt to fill it through that 
very naming of whal, in De l'vlan's words, is nameless, imwmmable. This, 
means that the presence of that name within the system has the status ol 
a suturing trupus. Bruce Fink has shown that there are, in_ Lacan, 'two di!:. 
Cc rent orders of Lhe real: ( 1) a real before the letter, that 1s, a presymbohc 
real, which, in the final analysis, is but our own hypothesis (R 1), and 
(2) a real after the letter which is characterized by impasse~ and im_pos-_ 
sibilities clue to the relations among elements of tht: symbolic order itself 

· l 1· ·' •J•) (R,)), that is, which 1s generated by the sym JO 1c . --
--;Thus we can start seeing how the hegemonic operation involvt:s both 

the presenet: of a Real which subverts signification and the rq~rese1H~llion 
of Real through tropological substitution. The bar in the relallon ~ 1s the 

l 
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\Try precondition of a primacy of the signifier without \1 hid1 licgt·- ,,1 
monic displacements would be inconcci,·able. The1.:~~ a1:e, ho\\'C\'.Cl", t\1·u 

concomitant aspects that I want to stress becai.;se tht:y haH· capiwl 
in1]:io1:iz1i1t~e 1i1 uiide"rstancling the \1 orkings of Lhe hegemonic logic. The 
first concerns tb.1; prcak or the isomorphism postulated lw Samsuie 
b~tween the qrdgrof ~he ~igni!~~r"aii"d the 01:cler of the signiliecL It was 
vir~' ~iuickly realized- tl~~t-sud1 an is6morphisi11 led to a contradi~ti<;;1 
witl1-ti1e j)1:i;.ic·ip~c: tlj~~~ hiffgiiffge· is T ori'n, a11il not St1bstance, which was 
the-coi'i1ers~-o-{1<"._9fS~~1ssui;iiai1 lii1guistics. Fen:-1f there was total iso
morphism between the order- o-f the ~ignifier and the order of the 
signified, it \Vas impossible to distinguish one from the other in purely 
formal terms, so that the only alternatives were either to maintain a strict 
formalism which would necessarily lead to the collapse of the distinction 
between signifier and signified (and the dissolution or the category of 
sign) or lo smuggle -· inconsistently - the substances (phonic and con
ceptual) into linguistic analysis. It was at this point that the dccisiYe 
ach·ance was made by Hjelmslev and the Copenhagen School, who 
broke with the principle of isomorphism and constructed the difference 
between the two orders - signifier and signified - in purely formal terms. 
Now, this chang-e is decisive from a psychoanalytic perspecti,·c, for it 
allows the exploration of the unconscious to detach itself from the 
search for an ultimate meaning. In Lacan's words, tJ1c psychoanalytic 
process is L"011Ccrned noJ :with 111ea11ing but with truth. To mention just one 
c~:~;;~1;ie tliat I take from Fink: Freud's 'I{at l\fan', through ",-erbal 
bridges', constructed a 'rat complex', partly through meaningful associ
ations - for example, rat = penis, for rats spread diseases such as S)l)hilis, 
and SU on - but partly also through purely yerb'.11 ~lssociations which 
have nothing to do with meaning - 'Raten means instalments. and ieacls 

1 .. " .. ··--"•'-· ' .. "· ",. 
j to the equation of rats and florins; Sjndratte means gambler, and the Rat 
j i\lan's father, having incurred a debt gambling, becomes drawn into the 
i rat complex. '2:i The importance of this dissociation of truth from mean
, ing for hegemonic analysis is that it enables us to break with the 

dependence 011 the sig11iliecl to which a rationalist conception or politics 
would have otherwise confined us. \\'hat is crucial is not to conceiw the \ 
h!gemonic process as one in which ern1~es in the strucwre would 
~e simply filled by preconstituted hegemonic force:;i.._ 2-1 There rs-a process \ 

I 
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'\I or contamination of the empty signiliers by the particularities which 
• ~·arr_y ou~ the hegemoni~ sutures, _but ~his is }1 process or m~tual contarn
;,mat1011; It does operate 111 both directions. l•or that reason It leads to an 
autonomization or the signifier which is decisive to the understanding or 
the political ellicacy or certain symbols. To give just one example: with
out this autonornization it would be impossible to understand the 
eruptions or xenophobia in former Yugoslavia over the last ten years. 

This leads me, however, to stress a second point which goes, to some 
extent, in the opposite direction from the first. There have been certain 
forms ur argumentation, in Lacanian circles, which tend to emphasize 
what has bt:en called the 'materiality of the signifier'. Now, if by 'mate
riality' one rciers to the bar which breaks the transparency of the process 
or signification (the isomorphism we referred to above), this notion 
would be unobjectionable. But what is important is not to confuse 'mate
riality' conceived in this sense ,.vith the phonic substance as such, 
because in that case we would be reintroducing substance into the analy
sis, and we would fall back into the inconsistent Saussurean position 

1
'.,, 

d'.s_cussed above.~ 5.As has rec.ent_ly been arg\1ed, the 1~rin_1:1cy of: th:_s.ig- ,).· 
rniier should be asserted, but with the proviso that s1gmhers, s1gmheds .. ! 
and sio·ns should all be conceived of as siffni!iers. ~b 'To o·o back to the t, , b t:, 

example of the 'rat complex': the fact that the association of 'rat' with 
'penis' involves a passage through the signified, while the association 
with 'instalment' takes place through a merely verbal bridge, consti
tutes a perfectly secondary distinction: in both cases there is a 
displacement of signification determined by a system or structural posi
tions in which each element (conceptual or phonic) functions as a 
signifier - that is, it acquires its value only through its rekrence to the 
whole system or signitiers within which it is inscribed. 'fhis point is 
important for political analysis, because some rationalistic attempts to 
'domesticate' the theory of hegemony assert that it is a remainder at the 
level '!l tlze sign!fied which provides a necessary anchoring point to what 
would otherwise be a limitless tlux, unable to signily anything. The 

.... problem, howe\·er, does not actually pose itself in those terms. There is, 
certainly, an anchoring role played by certain privileged discursive ele
ments -- this is what the notion or /Joint de cajJiton or 'Master-Signifier' 
involves - but this anchoring runction does not consist in an ultimate 

t ' 
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remainder or conceptual substance which would persist rhrouvh all 
processes of discursive variation. To give an example: the fao thac in 
some political contexts - South Africa, for example - 'black' can oper
ate as a :tviaster-Signilier organizing a whole set of discursive positions 
does not mean that 'black' has an ultimate signified independent of all 
discursive articulation. It functions, rather, as a pure signifier, in the 
sense that its signifying function would depend on its position within a 
signifying chain - a position which ,vill be determined partlv throuoh 
'meaningful' associations (as in the case of 'rat' and 'penis') c~nd partly 
through verbal bridges, in Freud's sense. The relatively stable set of ail 
these positions is what constitutes a 'hegemonic formation'. So we will 
understand by 'materiality of the signifier' not the phonic substance as 
such but the inability or a,~11 linguistic element - whether phonic or con
ceptual - to refer direct(p to a signified. This means the priority of value 
over signification, and what Lacan called the permanent slidirw of the 

. • - t, 

s1gmfied under the signifier. 

The ultimate Joint which makes an exchange between Laca 1ian 
theory and the hegemomc a J Jroac 1 to o ltlcs Joss1 Jle and fruitful is that 
in bot 1 cases, any kind of unfo,-il:¥, tropic displacement and so an. is 
cu:ganized around an original lack which, while it imposes an extra duty 
Qn all processes of representation - they have to represent not just a 
determinate ontic content but eIB,1a1ly the principle of representabilitv as 
such - also, as this dual task cannot but ultimately fail in achieving the 
~ture it attempts, OJJens the way to a series of indefinite substitutions 
which are the very ground of a radical historici~m. The examples chosen 
by Zizek in his questions are very relevant to illustrate the point. If repe
tition is made possible/impossible by a primordial lack, no untie content 
can ultimately monopolize the ontological function of represl'nting rcp
rescntability as such (in the same way that, as I have tried to show,27 the 
function of ordering, in Hobbes, cannot be the special privilege of any con
crete social order - it is not an attribute of a good society, as in Plato, but an 
ontological dimension whose connection with particular untie arrange-_ 
ments is, of its own nature, contingent). So there is no possibilitv of , 
'reinscription of the process of repetition in the metaphysical logi;, of 
identity'. For the same reason the 'barred subject', whicl~ p1T\·en;s the 
process of interpellation from chaining the 'individual' cntirelv rn a 
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1 subject position, introduc~,§ <s1n. art]a of. in,?eterminacy which makes pos
L§ible, among other thingsi' ~\1,tl.er's p.a1·9-,gi9 performan'.,'.es. The same _can 

be said of the status of sexual difkrence, which - as Zizek has convmc
inrrly shown - is linked not to particular sexual roles but to a 

b . l 
real/impossible kernel which can enter the field or representat1011 on y 
through tropological displacements/incarnations. 28 (In terms or the 
theory of hegemony, this presents a strict homology with the notio_Ib. or 
'antagonism' as a real kernel preventing the closure of the symbolic order. 
As we have repeatedly argued, antagonisms arc not objective relations but 
the point where the limit of all objectivity is shown. Something at le~t 
~_s>mparable is involved in Lacan's assertion that there is no suc~1 thin~s 

_g sexual relations~.) Finally, I want to add that I agree entirely with 
Zizek that the notion of 'phallus' in Lacan does not have any necessary 
phallogocentric implications. 'Phallus', as the signifier of desire, has 
largely been replaced in Lacan's later teaching by the 'objet fie lit a', ~nd _this 
makes possible, even more clearly, the study of its whole range of cflects 
on the structuration or the field of representation. 

I would like to conclude this section by referring to Butler's question 
about the relation betvvecn politics and psychoanalysis. Let me just say 
that a theoretical intervention, when it really makes a difference, is never 
restricted to the field of its initial formulation. It always produces some 
kind of rcstructuration of the ontological horizon within which knowl
edo-e had moved so far. l'vlentioning some examples of which Althusser 
wa~ fond, we can say that behind Platonic philosophy is Greek mathe
matics; behind seventeenth-century rationalisms, Galileo's 
mathematization of nature, and behind Kantianisrn, Newton's physics. 
\'Ve can similarly say that we arc still living in the century or Freud, and 
I would rro as far as to sav that most or what is fruitful and innovative in b . 

contemporary philosophy is, to a large extent, an attempt to come to 
terms with Freud's discovery of the unconscious. This transformation, 
however, should not be conceived so much as the incorporation, for 
philosophical consideration, of a new regional jield but, rather, ~1s the_ 
opening of a nnv transcendental horizon within which the whole liel~l ol 
objectivity has to be thought again ·~ as a widening, on the ontological 
\e\:el, or the kind of relations between objects which it is possible to think 
abuuL VVhat, for instance, involves asserting that an object is impossible 

t 
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and, at the same time, necessary? \Vhat effects would sul'h an ul1jn·t 

hm·e in tht' restructuration of the whole field of representation/ ScL·n 

from this perspective, Lacanian theory should be considered a radical
ization and development of what was in rwce contained in the Freudian 
discovery. But, considered from this angle, psychoanalysis is not alone: it 
is, rathe1~ the epicentre of a wider transformation embracing contL·m
porary thought as a whole. It is to this aspect of our discussion that l 
now want to n1ove. 

IV Objectivity and rhetoric O 1f ~J.1,,- ~ 

In his work, Zizek has tried, forcefully and repeatedly, to present the 
image of a Lacan entirely outside the field of a poststructuralism that he 
identifies mainly with deconstruction. The li·ontier between the two tra
ditions turns, for him, around the Lacanian maintenance of the wgito. 
Hovv valid is this thesis? In his latest book 2'J - a work that I deeply 
admire - Zizek starts by asserting that a 'spectre is haunting \Vestern 
academia', which is none other than 'the spectre of' the Cartesian sub
ject'. :in \ Ve are, howe\'er, a bit perplexed when, after this spectacular 
beginning of what announces itself as a Cartesian manili..'.sto, we read 011 

the following page that ' [t] he point, of course, is not tu return to the 
cugltu in the guise in which this notion has dominated modern thought 
(the self-transparent thinking subject), but tu bring to light its forgotten 
obverse, the excessive, unacknowledged kernel of the cogitu, which is far 
from the pacifying image of the transparent Self'_'.ll Now, one has to !'l'c
ognize that this is a most peculiar way of being Cartesian. It is like calling 
oneself a fully lledged Platonist while rejecting the theory of forms; or 
proclaiming urbi et orbi that one is a Kantian - with just the small quali
lication that one denies that categories are transcendental conditions of 
underst,mding. lt is evident that if Descartes had come to terms with the 
obwrse side to which Zizek rclers, he would have considered that his 
intellectual project had utterly failed. And it is also clear to me that om· 
cannot relate Lacan to philosophers such as Hegel or Descartes, in the 
way Zizek wants, without emptying them or what constitutes the kernel 
or their theoretical projects. 
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l 
So I want to offer a different outline concerning the saga of 

twentieth-century intellectual thought. The main aspects would be the 
followino. The century started with three illusions of immediacy, of the 

b - -
possibility of an immediate access to the 'things themselves'. 1~~<_:~~ illu-
sio_.1.1_s were the relerent 1 tli__~ ph~E~ume1w1!,_ ~nd _!he sign, and they were 
the startil1g I56int of the three traditions of Analyticj:.bilosophy, 
l~1enome11ology and Structnrali.s=. ~ince then, the history_or Jb~~e three 
traditions has been remarkably sirnihr: Ht 3tll'.tC stag~,in n" !!~ITC', tlw jllu-
:siori of"ii~;n~di~cy disin(~gi·af~$)ind gi~~s way to one. or othp:Jorm or 
thouoht in which discursive mediation becomes primary and constitut_i.;:e. 

,,. :fr;r{' lS -~\1hat· 'happens to Analyt.iC Pliilosopl1y ~fter 'Wittgenstein's 
'j Philusophical Investigations, to phenomenology after Heidegger's existential 
! analytic, and to Structuralism alter the poststructuralist critique or the 
l sign. (And, 1 would argue, to Marxism after Gramsci.) V\lithin this histor-

ical li·amework, it is clear to me that one of the most important moments 
in the critique or the transparency of the linguistic sign is to be found_in 
I':acan's lmguisteriesi jn his notion of the pnmac:y of the signifier to whi.f.h 
we referred earlier. So Lacan is not only, for me, a poststructuralist, but 
also one of the t,-vo crucial moments in the emergence of a poststruc
turalist theoretical terrain. The other is deconstruction, of course, which 

1
1 see as extending the field of the undecidable quasi-infrastructures:i 2 

lane\ as a result eXJJcmdinu the field of what are for Lacan the 'kinks in the 
/, ' ' t, 

:symbolic order':\:l - in a more rigorous fashion, in some respects, than 
. 1 anything tu be found in Lacanianism. 
, , The way which I am proposing of establishing the dominant break 
i g·overninu- the emergence of a thought that we can properly call 'con-

._ t) " 

temporary' is clearly very diifrrenl from that suggested by Zizek and it 
explains our partially divergent intellectual allegiances. This does not 
mean, however, that I reject in toto the criterion Zizek uses in drawing his 
intellectual frontiers. The criterion is valid, but I would deny that one 

1 can establish, on this basis, a dumi11a11t frontier in the way Zizek does. 
\ Zizek's frontier is established by asserting the need - in Lacanian 
I . 

\ theory - for an object which is simultaneously imjJusstble and nccessmy. 
The deduction or its possibility from its necessity - the non
acknowledgement of its obverse, obscene side, to use Zizek's words -

. ,rnuld be the inner limitation of modernity's logic of transparency; 

'·.! 

t 
' 4· 
! 
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while the opposite move, the denial uf its rn:cessity out of its impus,ihil
ity, would be the stigma of postmoclernity and puststructuralism (a 
rather forced assimilation, for it can hardly be claimed o( for instance, 
Derrida). N0vv, with the need to assert buth sides - necessity and impus
sibility - I could hardly be in disagreement, for it is the cornerstone of 
my own approach to hegemonic: logics - the !alter not involving a !lat 
rejection of categories uf classical political theury such as 'sovereignty', 
'representation', 'interest', and so on, but conceiving of them, instead, as 
objects presupposed by hegemonic articulatory logics but, however, always 
ultimately unachievable by them. l am a Gramscian, not a 
Ba udrillardia11. 

This double condition of necessity and impossibility makes possible, 
among other things, three t::ndeavours: ( l) to understand the logics by 
which each or the two dimensions subverts the other; (2) tu look at the 
political productivity or this mutual subversion - that is, ,vhat it makes 
possible tu understand about the workings or our societies which goes 
beyond what is achievable by unilateralizing either or the twu poles; 3) 
to trace the genealogy of this undecidable logic, the way it was alread_y 
subverting the central texts or our political and philosophical tradition. 
An always open intertextuality is the ultimately undecidable terrain in 
which hegemonic logics operate. Zizek, however, has constructed his 
discourse through a different intellectual strategy: he has privileged the 
moment or necessity, and on the basis or that he has constructed a 
genealogy which lucates Lacan within the rationalist tradition or the 
Enlightenment, weakening in this way his links with the whole intellec
tual revolution of the twentieth century, tu which he really belongs. As, 
however, the moment of impossibility is really working in the Lacanian 
texts - and Zizek would be the last to deny it - he has Lacanianized the 
tradition or modernity, most visibly in the case of Hegel,:H in a way 
which I see as hardly legitimate. Instead of exploring the logics of what 
follows frurn the relationship necessity/impossibility, we arc confronted 
with an - in my view - arbitrary decision or privileging one pole or this 
dichotomy, while the eflects of the other are severely limited from the 
outset by this initial privilege. This is not without some consequences 11.H' 
Zizek's discourse concerni112: politics - as we will see later. lnc!uloino for 

u b t"l 

once in one of those jokes Zizek is so fond of~ I would say that I am an 
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\ intellectual bigamist trying to exploit this ambiguity by drawing on its 
} 

best strategic possibilities, ,,·hilc Zizek is a staunch monogamist 
\ (Lacanian) in theory, who, however, makes all kinds of practical conces
j sions - this is his obverse, obscene side - to his never publicly recognized 
l . ( I . i mistress c econstruct10n). 
1 

\Vith this conclusion in mind, we can now move to some more gen-
nal matters concerning social knowledge. Let us refer, first, to the 
question of the status of the transcendental. I would argue that the 
transcendental dimension is unavoidable but that transcenclentality, in 
the full sense of the term, is impossible (that is why that we can speak of 
quasi-tr~~1._1scendentals), 35 ':_Vhy this impossibility? Because full transcen
cfe11.taTi.ty would require, to .. stai·t,vitll;a-iieai:clei11arcatory frontier from 
the empirical, which is not available. There is no object without condi
tions of possibility transcending it (this is the unavoidable transcendental 
horizon), but, as this horizon consists of undecidable infrastructures -
iteration, supplementarity, re-mark, and so on - the empirical moment 
of the decision is in a complex relation internality / externality to the 
transcendental horizon. The category of 'difference' has undergone a 
considerable process of inflation in contemporary thought, but, of its 
many uses, there is one which I think is particularly fruitful: the one 
which sees it as what closes a structure while remaining utterly hetero
geneous vis-a-vis it. This is why my answer to Butler's question 
concerning the unicity or plurality of 'the metaphysical logic of identity' 
would be that, irrespective of its many variations, a hard nucleus of 
meaning remains in all of them, which is the denial of the constitutive 
character of difference, the assertion of the possibility of a closure of the 
::;trtt~'ture through its own internal resources. 

\\'e can now move to Butler's various questions concerning social 
logics and their relation to social practices. \Ybm, in ~ht; first. pla.ce, is a 
soci;t! ~ogi_c?.~\'Ye. ;ue not, of course, talking about formal logic, or even 
about a general dialectical logic, but about the notion which is implicit 
in expressions such as 't}1e logic of kinship\ 'the logic of the market', 

and so forth. I WJ)\tlcJ cl,1c11:,i~tr-i:ii:e It -~~n !'i~~l.1.~sl.:sx?frn1 9.f ohje~ts, as a 
'grammar' or cluster of rules which make some combinations and sub
stitutiuns possible and exclude others. It is what, in our work, we have 
called 'discourse' ,:ii; which broadly coincides with what in Lacanian 

' I 
~ 
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theory is called the 'symbolic'. Now, if the symbolic was all there w,ts iu 
s?ciallife, social logics and social i:11-·actice;·\,VCJLild ~xactly overlap: B~n ,v·e 
know there is ITlOl"C'.ii1 social pt;actices than the enactment ofthe sym
bolic through institutionalized performances. Tl}!';,I<;'.js, i.n our anal~'sis, 
the moment of antagonism, whicl1 - as we pointed out above ---_is.not 
pa!r.3f soda! objedivity lJt1t th~ limit of objectivity ( of the symboi'i~)--i;~ 
constittl"iing'iEeltA1tli(5iigh'6li'raiiaE;s·is cif ar1fi1goilisrn is not derivative 
from Lacanian theor 1, it can overlap to a large extent with Lacan's 
';otion of the Real as an ultnnate core which resists sym o 1zati,9,~s 
Zizek perceived~, in his 1cview of Hegenw,[Jaildsocialist Strategv 
publi~Ju:tj in 1985, almost immediately afi:e:',.--tlie'iii.iblicatlon <-it·oLii· 
booj( 37 ) 

1~his.subvcrsion of the $y1ubolic:. by the R!:.ilJJEt§Jo. ~zike place, how
ever, with the on! raw ma ma.ls available: the different structural 
locations sh:a15ing tb:nymbolicspace. This system of structural locations 
( or distinctioiis). has; like any' lihgi:iistic structure, only two properties: 
their relations of combination and substitution - what in strictly lin
guistic terms would be the syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations. In 
terms of broader social analysis, these would correspond to the distinc
tion that we have established between logics of cliflerencc (of differential 
institutionalization) and logics of equivalence (which construct antago- I 
t~j'sms on the basis of the dichotomization of the social space ~,ia i 

~ubstitutions). / 

/ What happens when we move from the purely linguistic side of social 
, / practices to their performative dimension, in which Butler is especially 

·, ''
t interested? vVhen we make this move we are not strictly s1Jeakinu- out-

' , t,, 

side the linguistic, because if - as we stated above - laiwuao-e is form 
lJ b ' 

not substance, the fact that we arc dealing with words in one case and 
with actions in the other is something that we can keep fully within a 
unified grammar as long as the principle of clifferenliality is strictlv 
maintained. But the Jerformative dimension he! JS lo make more visibl~ 
an aspect or anv meaningfi.tl action that a Jurcly logicisl notion of an
guage could otherwise have kept in the dark: it is the fact l 1at a strict 
enactment of a rule via an instititionahzed performance is ultimatelv 
impossible. The application of ~ already mvolves its own subYcr~ll;. 
Let us think or Derrida's notion of iteration: something, in order 10 be 
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repeatable, has to be different from itself. Or \'Vittgenstein's concep~ion 
of applying a rule: I need a second rule to know how to apply the first, 
a third one to know how to apply the second, and so on ... so that the 

·: only possible conclusion is that the instance of application is intern_al t~ 
the rule itself; and constantly.displaces the latter. The importance oi this 

i notion of a continuity operating through partial discontinuities is obvi-

ous for the theory of hegemony. / ... \ 

~

.- But this retlection makes fully visible one of Butler's pofe~!Hiftlly most 

rigi~1al contributions _to social ~l~eory, her not,ion o_f ))aro~~ic.perfo'.·m
nce . Butler has applied her notion only to ve1 y p1 ec1se ex<1mples, and 

h~not gone far enough in the direction of universalizing her own 
notion, but my optimistic reading of her texts is that this generalization, 

;_ if it is fully developed, can tell us something really important concerning 
1i the structuration of social life. My argument would be as follows;j[_a_ 
\ parodic performance means .... the creation of a distance between the 
~-action actually being performed and the rule being enacted, and if the 
\ instance of application of the rule is internal to the rule itself, 12ar2_dy is 
lconstitutive of any social action_ Of course the word 'parody' has a 
l playful ring to it, but this is not essential. One can think of very tragic 
'parodies of universal dimensions, like the one of Greeks and Romans 
enacted in the course of the French Revolution. In actual fact, arry polit
ical action - a strike, a speech in an election, the assertion of its right by 

✓ an oppressed group - has a parodic component, as far as a certain 
,, '" meaning which was fixated within the horizon of an ensemble of insli-
' 'l tutionalized practices is displaced towards new uses which subvert its 

literality. This movement is tropologirnl inasmuch as the displacement is 
not governed by any necessary logic dictated by what is being displace_d, 
and catachrestical inasmuch as the entities constituted through the chs- · 
placement do not have any literal meaning outside the very .. 
displacements from which they emerge. This is why I prefer to speak not 
of Jxirorfy but of the social organized as a rhetorical space - not only 
because in that way ·we can avoid misunderstanding based on the play
ful connotations of: the term parody, but also because the latter unduly 
restricts the troj;ui which could be constitutive of social identities. 

~ I would argue that the space of this tropological mm·ernent subvert-

\ ing the symbolic order is tht:piace of em_:1~~:nce °.~ ti,1~ ~:J~J~_st, In ,New 
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Hl!jfectiuw 011 the Revulutiu11 11/ Our Time,3:l I maintained that the Subjn·t i,; 
tl_1e dist;;~ncc between the u'.1cb:idability or the_ structure and the, ckci- \ 
s1011. 11 what emer?;es from the tropolog1eal displacement w,tS ' 

pre-announced by what is being displaced - or if the lo?;ic ur the dis
placement was governed by an a priori specifiable norm - the 
tropological dimension could not be constitutive of the social (it would 
simply be an adornment of the expression - as in ancient rhetoric -
easily substitutable by a literal fornrnlation). Ii~ on the contrary, the 
tropological 1110\'ement is essentiallv catachrJ'stical, it is consLituti,·e, and 
the 11101~1ent or the decision docs 11i1;-;~:~~g:;~iz; a

0

jJrinciplc or grounding 
external to itself. As Kierkegaard - quoted by Derrida ~ said: 'the 
moment or the decision is the moment or madness'. And as I would add, 
(which Derrida wouldn't): this is the moment of" the subject before sub- ' 

jectivation. -
.. ~ .. -, .~ -----·-•·· ·"•" ,. " ' .... 

This point is crucial because it shows us the basic distinction on 
which, I think, all political and, finallv, social analysis is [rro11ndcd ff 
we conceive of the decision in the terms just presented, all decision is 
internally split: it is, on the one hand, this decision (a precise untie con
tent) but it is, 011 the other hand, a decision (it has the ontological 
function of bringing a certain closure to what was structurally open). 
The crucial point is that the ontic content cannot be derived from the 
ontological function, and so the former ,will be only a transient incarna
tion or the latter. The fullness or society is an impossible object which , 
successive contingent contents try to impersonate throu ·h Jatach1:esti~~n ',: 
clisp acernents. This is exactlv what hegemony means. And it is also the ·t 

source of whatever freedom can exist in society: nQ such freedom would 
be possible if the 'fullness' or society had reached its 'true' onti - fr ·111 -

the gone society, as in Plato - aoo_the tropolog·ical movement wQl.l.lcl 
have been replaced by a fully fledged literality. :;9 

This is the pomt of introducing a short remark on Ethics. I haw· 
I f

- I l )'•I •. 

)ecn cun rontec many times wit 1 one or other version of the following . 
question: if hegemony involves a decision taken in a radically contingent 
terrain, ~1at arc the grounds for deciding one ,vay or the other? Zizck, 
for instance, observes: 'Laclau's notion of hegemony describes the uni
versal mechanism of ideological "cement" which binds any social body 
together, a notion that can analyse all possible sociopolitical orders. 
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;!'rum Fascism to liberal democracy; on the other hand, Laclau none the 
'~ess advocates a determinate poli~ical option, "radical democracy". ,~u I 
flo nut think this is a valid objection. It is grounded in a strict distinction 
)JCtween the descriptive and the normati\'c which is ultimately deri\'ativc 
~i-um the Kantian separation between pure and practical Reason. But 
\this is, precisely, a distinction which should be eroded: there is no such 
/strict separation between fact and \'alue. A value-orientated practical 
_; activity will be confronted with problems, facilities, resistances, and so 
on, which it will discursively construct as 'facts' ~ facts, however, which 
could have emerged in their facticity only from within such activity. A 
theory of hegemony is not, in that sense, a neutral description of what 
is going on in the world, but a description whose very condition of pos
sibility is a normative element governing, from the wry beginning, 
whatever apprehension of 'facts' as facts there could be. 

\ That being said, the problem remains of how these two dimcn~, 
j even if they cannot be entirely separated, can actually be articulated. Let 

us consider :t'vfarx's postulate of a society in which the free development 
of each is the condition fi)r the free development of all. Is this an ethi
cal postulate or a descriptive statement? It is clear that it is both, for it is, 
on the one hand, a description of the final, necessary movement of 

" History and, on the other, an aim with which we arc asked to identif\ 1• Ir 
;j freedom is conceived as self-determination, the very distinction between 
~ freedom and neccssit y collapses. The link between. the two aspects is so 

close that ,vc can hardly speak of articulation. For that reason, it is 
wrong tu present classical iviarxism as a purely clescripti\'c science, puri
fiecl or all ethical commitment. \Vhat it does not have is a separate ethical 
argument, for the objective process it recognizes alrcac(r has a normati\'e 
dimension. It was only later, when the faith in the necessary laws of his
torical development was put into question, that the need for an ethical 
grounding of socialism was experienced, and it led to a return to 

, Kantian dualisms, as happened with Bernstein and Austro-1\farxism. 
· So what about hegemony? A hegemonic approach would fully accept 

1at the moment of ti e ethical is the moment or the universality of the 
ommunity, the moment in which, bcyonc any parllcu ansm, the uni
crsal speaks by itsclL The other side of it, howc\'Cr, is that society 

consists only of particularities, and that 111 this sense, all universality 

l 

i 
I 
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will have to be incarnated in something that is utterly incommensurable 
with it. This point is crucial: there is no logical transitiu i-0111 an 
unavoidable ethical moment, in which the !~illness of society manilcsts 
i~ an empty symbol, to any particular normative order. There is au 
ethical investment m )articular normative orders, but no nonnative order 
which is, in and for itself~ ethical. So - t 1e true quest1011 of a contem
porary ethics is not the old-fashioned debate on the articulation bct,vecn 
the descriptive and the normative, but the much more iimclamcntal 
question of the relationship between the ethical (as the moment of mad
ness in which the fullness of society shows itself as both impossible and 
necessary) and the descriptive/normative wmjJlexes which are the on tic raw 
materials incarnating, in a transient way, that universality~ that elusive 
fullness. H_£gemony is, in this sense, the name for this unstable relation!i 
between the ethical and the normative, our way of addressing this infinuJ 
process or investments which draws its di ·nit · from its very failure. Th~i 
o~jcct Jetng mveste 1s an essentially ethical object. I would go even fur
ther: it is the 011£r ethical object. (I think Emmanuel Levinas progressed 
to some extent towards this distinction between the ethical and the nor
mative, through his differentiation between ethics and morality. He did 
not, howeve1~ resist the temptation to give some sort of content to ethics 
which cp1_1_siderably cliq1_ini~l1ecl the rsic\icalism of his undeniable break~ , 
th~g_11gl_L) So," g~{~;g back to our original question, I would sav th~ 
'hegemony' is a theoretical approach which depends on the esse;uially 
ethical decision to accept, as the horizon or any possible intelligibility, 
the mcommcnsurability between the ethical and the normative (the 
latter including the descriptive). It is this incommensurability which is 
the source of the unevenness between discourses, of a moment of invest
ment which is not dictated by the nature of its object and which, as a 
result, redefines the terms or the relationship between what is and what 
ought to be (between ontology and ethics): ontology is ethical through and 
through, inasmuch as any description depends on the 1Jrese11cc (throu,rh 
. n 
1'.s absence) of a fullness which, while it is the condition or any descrip-
t10n, makes any jJwe description utterly impossible. But iC with these 
considerations, \\'C have displaced the terms of the debate from the 
normati,·e/descriptivc distinction to one grounded in the incommcnsu
rability between ethics and the normative order, we have said very little 

/ 

\ I 
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about the ways in which this incommensurability is negotiated. So we 

have to start speaking about politics. 

V Politics and the negotiation of universality 

If the moment of the ethical is the moment of a radical investrn¼11t (in 
the sense that there is nothing in the ontic characteristics of the object 
receiving the investment that predetermines that it, rather than other 
objects, should be such a recipient), two important conclusions follow. 
First, only that aspect of a decision which is not predetermined by an 
existi1ig normative framework is, properly speaking, ethical. Second, 

~normative order is nothing but the sedimented form of iJJJ iuirial 
ethical event. 1.'his explains why I reject two polarlv op22secl approaches 
which tf'ncl ta pn,µ,•en-llize rbe conditions of the decision. The first con
~ts of the different variants of a universalistic ethics which attempt to 
reintroduce some normative content in the ethical moment, and to sub
ordinate the decision to such a content, however minimal it could be 

(Rawls, Habermas, etc.). The second is pure clecisionism, the notion of 
the decision as an originaljiat which, because it has no aprioristic limits, 
is conceived as having no limits at all. So what are those limits which are 

other than aprioristic? The answer is: the ensemble of sedimented prac
tices constituting the normative framework of a certain society. This 
framework can experience deep dislocations requiring drastic recompo
sitions, but it never disappears to the point of requiring an act of total 
refounclation. There is no place for Lycurguses of the social order. 

This leads to other aspects which require consideration. First, that if 
the radical ethical investment looks, on one side, like a pure decision, on 
the other it has to be collectively accepted. From this point of view it 
0perates as a surface for the inscription of something external to itself -
As a principle of artiwlatioll. To give just one example: Antonio 
C:01isdlieiro; 'a i'niUeTiari'ari "preacher, had wandered for decades in the 
Brazilian sertc7o, at the encl of the nineteenth century, without recruiting 
too many followers. E,,erything changed with the transition from the 
Empire tu the republic, and the many administrative and economic 
chanu·es it brmwht about - which, in various ways, dislocated traditional b b . 
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life in the rural areas. One clay Conselheiro arrived in a villaoe where 
:::, 

people were rioting against the tax collectors, and pronounced the ,rnrcls 
which were to become the key equivalence of his prophetic discuurse: 
'The Republic is the Antichrist'. From that point onwards his discourse 
provided a surface of inscription for al1 forms of rural discontent, and 
became the starting point of a mass rebellion which took several years 
for the government to defeat. \i\!e see here the articulation betwee;i the 
two dimensions mentioned above: (I) the transformation of the signifiers 
of Good and Evil in those of the opposition Empire/Republic is some
thing which was not !)redetermined b)' anvthina inherent in the two 

L , b 

pairs of categories - it was a contingent equivalence and, in that sense, 
a radical decision. People accepted it because it was the only available 
discourse addressing their plight. (2) But if that discourse had clashed 
with important unshakeable beliefs of the rural masses, it would have 

had no effectivity at all. This is the way in which I would establish dis
tances with 'decisionism': the subject who takes the decision is only 
partial{), a subject; he is also a background of sedimented practices organ
izing a normative framevvork which operates as a limitation on the 

horizon of options. But if this background persists through the con
tamination of the moment of the decision I would also sav that the 
decision persists through the subversion of tl;e background. T,his means 

that the construction of a communitarian normative background (which 
is a political and in no way a merely ethical operation) takes place 
through the limitation of the ethical by the normative and the subver
sion of the normative by the ethical. Isn't this one more wav of statinu , :::, 

what hegemony is about? 

S.i:1-i1.1'i1.:.rip.1i.QJ! -1:.1~,a.1.1.~" .in invt,:itmc;1.1t ., nQt 12.as.e.i:L 01Lanypi:e.c_i,;di11g 
. .r_e~l!Y, lt~_cu.ustit.ktti.;;e. But could we not say that the opposite 
move, an investment which is always-already contaminated by norma
tive particularity, is also operating from the outset? E)r what has to be 
invested, in order to have actual historical efleetivity, subverts the object 
of the investment as much as it needs the latter for that process of sub
version to take place. Let us give another historical example to illustrate 
the point: Sorel's notion of the constitution of the historical will throuoh 

t, 

the myth of the 'general strike'. 11 That myth has all the clwracteristics 
of an ethical principle: in order to function as a proper myth, it has tu be 
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an object devoid of any particular determination - an empty signifier. 
But in order to be empty, it has to signify emjJtiness as such; it has to be 
like a body which can show nakedness only by the very absence o[ dress.' 1~ 
Let us assume that I participate in a demonstration for particular aims, in 
a strike for a rise in ,,vages, in a factory occupation for improvements in 
working conditions. All these demands can be seen as aiming at partic
ular targets which, once achieved, put an encl to the movement. But they 
can be seen in a cliflerent way: what the demands aim for is not actually 
their wncrete(J' specified targets: these are only the contingent occasion of 
achieving (in a partial way) something that utterly transcends them: the 
lullness of society as an impossible object which - through its very 
impossibility - becomes thoroughly ethical. The ethical dimension is 
what persists in a chain of successive events in so far as the latter are seen 
as something which is split from their own particularity from the very 
beginning. Only if I live an action as incarnating an impossible fullness 
transcending it does the investment become an ethical investment; but 
only if the materiality of the investment is not fully absorbed by the act 

of investment as such - if the distance between the ontic and the onto
logical, between investing (the ethical) and that in which one invests (the 
normative order) is never lilied - can we have hegemony and politics 

I . n (but, I would argue, also et 11cs). 
Let us now recapitulate our main conclusions. -~-~, •·-'"·· .,,,, 

1. TJu;,e,tjiical substance 9f \.he. Cl/111\l1t,111ity - the moment of its 
totalizatio~; ~r ~;I;i~;~~--s-alization - represent~ an object which is 

simultaneously irnpg~)!91!;'., ,\l!)Q Jlt;'.~t".§,sc,tyy. As impossible, it is 
inco111111ensu/,{bl~· ~~ith any normative order; as necessary, it has 
to have access to the lield of representation, which is possible only 
if the ethical substance is invested in some form of normativf_ 
order. 

2. This investment, as it shows no inner connection between ,drnt is 
invested and the social norms ,vhich receive the investment, depends 
on the central category of !{qf_!:!i:L!J.'!, conceived~1s ~u1ac;t CJ[ ;;u:ticulation 
grn1u1clecl_on .110.a priori pr.iuciple e_;-;:.tL:rnalto the .clec:jsion .iJ~elf. 

3. Sirnc:e the subject constituted through that decision is no pyre sub
ject, but always the partial 1'esult of scdirnentcd p1:ao/ccs';" its 

-" ..... ,. •~-,. ,,.,._,-~.- ,. • "-"~o•, ,,~,1, .--,.q,,_,.,, ,,.,.,., ... ~,, 0 ,.,.,;.:,•~•"-" .,, .,,,, , •• , ,., ... , • •• --~. ":-·• 
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decision will never be ex nilzilo but a displacement - within existing 
social norms - of the impossible object of the ethical inwstrncrn 
(the alternative ways of naming it). 

4. All decision is internall1 split: as required by a dislocated situatiun, 
it 1'.5 a decision; but ~-i: ~L~;ihis decision, tl;is particular on tic con
tent. This is the distinction between urderin/? and order. between 
changing and change, between the untolugical and the ontic - opposi
tions which arc only contingently articulated through the 
investment of the first of the terms into the second. This invest-

rnent~s-tf 1~.e:oi;;;.;i~i:§l~p .0L.Q2~.2J?,:r ~:~i?~S ~:1!.:;\.!,~e.2~.11~?·1iy,. ,~,-~1ich 
has.w11h.u11J,X\.§WI,J.1.ave seen, an eth1c.9;l component. The descrip
tion of the facts of s·~c,al life and th~· nor;1;,c1ti',;~ o'rckrs on which 
those facts are based, which is compatible ,vith a hegemonic 
approach, is different from those approaches which start by ic\en
til)'ing the ethical/ ,yith. ·a h~1rd normative core, and with those 
which postulate to\~! deeisio1;'jsm. 

5. So the question: 'ff tl;e--clecisiic;;l is contingent, what are the grounds 
for choosing this option rather than a different one:'', is not rele
vant. If decisions are contingent displacements within contextual 
communitarian orders, they can show their verisimilitude to people 
living inside those orders, but not to somebody concei,Td as a pure 
mind outside m1v ordei: This radical contextualization of the nor
mative/ descriptive order has, however, been possible only because 
of the radical clecontextualization introduced by the ethical 
moment. 

I now want to state a corollary of my an,t!ysis which will be crucial for 
the argument I intend to present in the second round of this exchange. 
If the ethical moment is essentially linked to the presence of empty 
sy111hols 111 the co111fa(1i1ity, the' C:0111111lll1ity 1:eqt;ires the Cl)l1S't•;nt J){-~~ 
dudjdh 61' those~y!1_i.QOJs:HJQfgit[~/a;; ~thTcal IifC"f6'bE1Jossil51e:''If il1e 
co111r1;{;111iy; oi-1,top of that, is to be a c\~m~Kri;tiC oi1e;·e\·e1\;'th\;1g turns 
around the possibility of keeping always open and ultimately unclcciclcd 
the moment of articulation between the particularity of the normati\ c 
order and the universality of the ethical moment. Any kind uf full 
absorption of the latter by the former can lead only either to tutalitarian 
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unification or to the implosion of the community through a proliferation 
of purely particularistic identities. (This is, frequently, the atomistic ver
sion of' the totalitarian dream. The secret link between both is often 
pr<J\'ided by the defence of religious or ethnic fundamentalisms in terms 
of thC' right to cultural diversity.) The only democratic society is one· · 
which permanently shows the contingency of its own foundations - in 
our terms, permanently keeps open the gap between the ethical moment 
and the normative orclcr. 
1 This, in my view, is the main political question confronting us at this 
end of the century: ,vhat is the destiny or the universal in our societies? 
ls a proliferation of particularisrns - or their correlative side: authori
tarian unification - the only altcrnari,·e in a world in ,vhich dreams of a 
global human emancipation arc rapidly fading away? Or can we think 
of the possibility or relaunching new emancipatory projects which arc 
compatiblr with the complex multiplicity of clillercnces shaping the 
fabric uf present-day societies? lt is on these questions that my next 
intervention in this discussion will be centred. 
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